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What you did was the greatest thing ever accomplished by any soldier of any of the annies of Europe,'
Marshal Ferdinand Poeh, awarding thc Croix de Guerre with palm to Sgt. Alvin C. York
24April 1919

The men of the 2d Battalion, 328 lh Infantry
Regiment, 82 d Di vision. had spent a cold. wet, and
miserable October day in a drainage ditch along the
Varennes-Fh:ville road, a few kilometers shy ofFleville.
With some trep idation they watched as a sister unit to
the west struggled to take the heights of Hill 223
overlooking the town ofChlite[-Chehery at the edge of
the Argonne forest in nonheastem France. All in all it
could have been worse; they were rest ing now, and
that beal the hell out of wa lking. Tired, scratchy eyes
stared as the violent drama unfolded before them. The
scene was reminiscent of a bad summer thunderSlonn
back home, at once spectacular and frightening. Flashes
of light flickered acro ss a cloud-da rkened hill,
silhouetting the tin hats of American soldiers scrambling
up and about the slope with bayonets fixed. A ribvibrating "caa-rump" of detonation followed these
flashes of light. As in a thunderstonn, the closer the
stonn, the shorter the time from flash to bang. Small
anns fire puncruated the damp air. The Gennans were
putting up a good fight, but the men of the 82d (AllAmerican) Division were giving it back and more.
The American First Anny was on the offensive in
the Meuse-Argonne, a critica l piece of the final Allied
drive of the war directed by the French commander,
Marshal Ferdinand Foch. This was largest land
offensive 10 date in this war, and the men of the 82d
Division were about 10 make some history.
Night fell, but the flashes o f light from the small
anns fire persisted. Eventually word filtered down the

drainage ditch to prepare to move up the hill, now in
American hands. In the dislance somewhere beyond
the hill a machine gun rattled. The 3281h needed to get
to the top ofthc hill and into position in order to attack
across the valley to the north and west. The division's
objective was to lake the Dccauville railroad, a narrow-

Sergeant York wearing the Medal of Honor
May 1919 (Signal Corps phOlo)

gauge railroad about three kilometers west of the hilltop,
which was the logi stical lifelin e of German forces
operating in the Argonne forest to the south and west.
Stiff-joi nted from the cold. groggy from miles of
marching with liule sleep, the Americans stumbled out
of me ditch cussing and lumbering forward like old men.
The mile or so walk to the foot of the hill loosened their
joints, and with a collect ive sigh of resignation they
began the climb to the summit. On cue, arti llery rounds
rained in, and in the excitement someone shouted the
alarm "Gas! Gas!" so the suffocating masks were
donned, adding a nice twist to a miserable situalion .2
Litter bearers stumbled about the hill in search of
American dead and wounded . Gennans lay where they
fel l. The hill was Sleep, even cliff-like, on the side that
backed against the town . The east side prov ided a
reasonable slope, but in ascending the narrow ridgeline
sold iers started to bunch up. The NCQs would have
nonc of iI, directing and prodding soldiers to spread out
and keep their distance. Every now and again an enemy
shell wou ld drop in, not th at it did much damage, but it
was nerve-wracking.
By 0550 they were in position with thei r masks off
again on the j ump-ofT line ready for the 0600 attack.
The brigade plan call ed for the attack to be preceded
by an artillery barrage to gct the Gennans' heads down
and weapons s uppressed, while the All Americans of
the 328 1h wou ld move forward , exposed, into the valley.
The rain that had falle n all night long had turned to light
drizzle, as a thick fog gathered and settled into the lowlying areas of the valley before them . For some reason
thi s time of morni ng. just before sunri se, was always

the coldest. They shivered, teeth chattering as they
sat, in nervous anticipation of the signal to attack . The
weather, the dead, the cries of the wounded, and the
noti on that there would be more American names to
add to the Honor Roll by day's end made for a rather
depressing morning.
There was no barrage at 0600, so at 061 0, barrage
or no, the Americans began to move down the reverse
slope of Hill 223 and out into the open valley. Ahead
along the line of march to the northwest they couldjust
make out the tops of the hill s where the Decauville
rai lroad ran roughly north-south. Somewhere about 600
yards to thei r front lay the protective concea lment ofa
tree line now obscured by the fog. T hen without a hint
of warning, the vallcy exploded wi th machine gun fire
orig inating from the ridges to the immediate front and
len. The ground around the Americans zippered and
puckered up as a steady stream of bull ets tore into the
hillside. Some Americans froze in shock at the violence
and s urprise of th e ambush, while oth ers th rew
themselves to the ground, clawing at grass and soil in a
franti c attempt to get out of the line of fire. Charging
forwa rd into the machine guns, as they had been taught
to react to situations s uch as thi s, was a poor option.
The distance to the guns was too great, and the Gennan
gunners were just too accurate. The Americans were
pinned down on the open slope as German gunners
raked the hill side methodically.)
The Gennans had held these French hills since 1914,
and the ]d Wiirtfemberg Landwehr Division had been
in this general area for some time. They knew the
terrain and had spent time preparing the battlefield,
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positioning their Maxim machine guns in a manner that
ensured clear, broad, interlocking bands of fire. True,
the gunners' view of their target was obscured by the
fog, but the Germans did not have to see the Americans
to know that their fire was effective; the cr ie s
emanating from the valley told the story. The Americans
were stuck between a hail of machine gun bullets and
a hard place, and for whatever reason, artillery was
not available to save them.
Farther back up Hil1223 in the second wave of the
attack, Sgt. Harry Parsons, the platoon sergeant of I"'
Platoon, Company q 3281h Infantry, was separated from
and out ofcontact with his company commander, Capt.
Edward Danforth. The platoon leader, Lt. K. P. Stewart,
was dead. Parsons was now in charge. Taking the
initiative as the hail of machine gun bullets wh izzed
around them, Parsons made a decision. To enable the
brigade to get out of the open and into the trees across
the valley, Parsons ordered a patrol consisting of three
squads to work its way over the ridges and there to
attack and si lence those machine gun positions that
were holding up the battalion. In Parsons's mind this
was a one·way mission. Once launched, the patrol might
never come back, as its members could well be killed
or taken prisoner behind Gennan lines. On the other
hand, to sit and do nothing meant the protracted death
of the unit.
The 17·man patrol would be led by Sgt. Bernard
Early and his section leaders, Cpls. William Cutting,
Murray Savage, and Alvin C. York.4 By day's end
Savage and six privates would be dead; Sergeant Early
and Corporal C utting would be severely wounded. As
the smoke and mist cleared. Corporal York would march
back to friendly lines at the head ofa column of 132
German prisoners. Varying hi storical accounts would
credit York with single·handedly defeating a machine
gun battalion, killing 25 Gennan soldiers, and capturing
132 prisoners with 35 machine guns. For his heroism
that day, York would be awarded the Distinguished
Service Cross, the french Croix de Guerre, and, on
18 April 1919, the Medal of Honor.
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The officers in York's immediate chain of command
and their superiors all the way up through American
Expeditionary Forces (A.E.F.) commander General
John J. Pershing were skept ica l of the reports of
Corporal York's exploits. How cou ld one man sing lehandedly kill two dozen Gennans and capture 132
prisoners and 35 machine guns? Several investigations
were conducted concerning the events of that day. After
the Armistice was signed, newly promoted Sergeant
York was ordered in February 1919 to return to the
ravine. There he accompanied Brig. Gen. Julian R.
Lindsey, his brigade commander, and a host of other
senior officers as part ofan inquiry to determine whether
or not York 's feat merited the award of the Medal of
Honor. s They spent the day walking around the entire
area. As they were retracing the route of the patrol
back to friendly lines, General Lindsey, whose military
career had earlier taken him to China, the Philippines,
Cuba, and Mexico, suddenly stopped short, looked
Sergeant York in the eye, and asked, "York, how did
you do it?"
The reply : "Si r, it is not man power. A higher power
than man power guided and watched over me and told
me what to do.'>6
Nearly eighty years later a pair of U.S . Anny
officers entered the ravine west ofHi1I223 in search
of Corporal York and his story with the same question
on our minds: "York, how did you do it?" Since the
spring of 1994 we have made frequent visits to the
ravine, tracing and anempting to reconstruct the events
of the day. Through the course of these visits to the
area we believe we have identified the key positions
from which Gennan machine guns once contro lled the
valley. Given these positions relative to the terrain,
archaeological evidence. and the tactical situation as
presented through military records, we have been able
to postulate where. when, why. and how certain events
unfolded on that foggy morning of8 October 1918.
Interestingly enough. Corporal York's chain of
command, and more recently this author, weren't the
only ones who viewed the scope of York's feat with
some degree of skeptici sm. In November 1928 a
Swedish journal published an article concerning York 's
exploits entitled "The heroic feat perfonned by an
American soldier in the World War." The article incited
a Gennan citizen living in Stockholm to submit a
translation of the piece to the Gennan minister of war
and to request an investigation into York's story.

War legends usually are based on actual events, the
facts of which are greaclyembellished by the imagination
of the person involved, or of me latter's contemporaries,
or of later generations. Whereas the heart of the maner
may be historical, the beautification of the feat has no
historical value.
"Testimony of German Officers and Men
anenl Sergeant York," 1929, p.l.
Copy in U.S. Army Military History Institute,
Carlisle Barracks. Pa.
The task of investigating the German side of me
story was assigned to the staff of the Reichsarchjv.
the German national archives, in Potsdam . The archives
staff interviewed all available German officers and
soldiers who had played a significant role in the events
surrounding Hil\ 223 on 8 October 1918. The Historical
Section of the U.S. Army War College and that office's
representative in Berlin, Lt. Co l. Carl H. Muller.
provided in fonnat ion pertinent to the case from U.S.
mi litary archives. The Gennan military then produced
a 24-page rebuttal, including the results, analysis, and
conclusions stemming from the investigation. The
Germans elected not to release the findings of the
investigation with the caveat that " If the newspapers
should print another article, however, wh ich, in
connection with the alleged feat of Sergeant York, might
have the tendency of depreciating [sic] the name of
the German army and, in particular, the German officer,
we will immediately disprove this claim with the aid of
the material on hand."l It should be noted here that
while the German investigation team conducted
thorough and extensive interviews and analysis, there
is no indication that they gathered any information from
the actual area surrounding Hill 223 and ChatelChehery. Continued French antipathy might have
precluded such an effort in any event.
Ch1itel-Chehery, Hil1223, and the area we will call
York's rav ine are located on the Meuse-Argonne
battlefield about thirty-five kilometers northwest of
Verdun. The area is on the northeastern edge of the
Argonne Forest. It is hard to imagine that much has
changed in the town of Chihel-Chehery over the past
eighty years. Maps from the time of the Great War
read much the same as the modem maps purchased at
the Tourist Infonnation Center in Verdun. While little
has changed in the town, even less has changed in the
surrounding terrain. The descendants of generations
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our search, I have included the essential portions of
Sergeant York 's official account. This account is
supported by affidavits from commissioned officers,
noncommissioned officers, and private soldiers who
accompanied York in the ravine. Where appropriate,l
have inserted observations and analysis concerning the
actual terrain as it appears today, coupled with eightyyear-old archaeological evidence of military occupation
found in and around the ravine.
First some words concerning our methodology.
Neither Ron Bowman nor 1 are trained historians. We
are soldiers, and as such we have approached the
analysis of events in the ravine as soldi ers would
approach a tactical problem, through the application of
the METT-T and OCOKA concepts. METT-T stands
for Mission. Enemy. Terrain and weather, Troops and
Time available. OCOKA further breaks terrain
considerations into Observation and Fields of fire,
Cover and concealment, Obstacles, Key terrain, and
A venues of approach. While exploring Hill 223 and the
ravine, we approached our question , " York, how did
you do it?" as a tactical problem from both the American
and German perspectives. Thus we analyzed how we
would have attempted to accomplish Sergeant Early's
mission to "work around behind those guns" or,
alternately, the mission ofa Gennan officer tasked with
defending that terrain, applying the principles ofMETIT and OCOKA.
The mission of the 328111 Infamty was to attack
north and west from Hill 223 and to capture the
Decauville field railroad. The German mission was to
defend that rail system, considered by both the Germans
and Americans to be a German tactical "center of
gravity." The troops of the U.S. 82 d Division, which
had arrived in France in May 191 8, were fresh
compared to the German soldiers of the 2d
Wiirttemberg Landwehr Division, which had been
fi ghting since 1914. The terrain was characterized by
heavily vegetated rolling hills, ridges, and ravines. The
vegetation throughout the area is still thick today.
Visibility and associated fields offi re were about 1525 meters except in the valley, where they were
unrestricted by vegetation or terrain. The weather on
7- 8 October 191 8 was not unusual for the region during
thi s time of year: it was cold, with rain and fog reducing
visibi lity significantly to 30 meters or less in open
areas. 11 As for time, the Germans had occupied these
hills since 1914 and had had all the time they needed to

of farmers still work the local fields. The surrounding
woods are untouched, save for some local forest
management.
For the Americans in 1918, attacking Hil1223 was
problematic. The southern slope of Hill 223 backs right
up againstChatel-Chehery. which the U.S. 28'" Division
seized on the moming of7 October. This slope is steep,
practically cliff like, and one would imagine it would
have been nearly impossible to ascend under fire. The
south side of the hill marked the nonhem border of the
area of operations of the 28'" Division, which had been
organized in the Pennsylvania National Guard. Liaison
between the adjacent divisions had been sporadic, so
any attempt by the 82d Division to attack Hill 223 from
that direction could draw friendly fire and risk fratricide.
The 82d'S best choice was to attack Hill 223 from the
north and east. Nevertheless, two platoons of Company
D, 3281t1 lnfantry, supported by a detachment from the
281t1 Division, managed to ascend the south slope without
taking hostile fire, reaching the ridgeline shortly after
the attack from the north had reached the military
summit. There both elements withstood a heavy
counterattack that afternoon, and the Germans remained
in control of the western slope of the hill overnight.'
Today the summit of Hill 223 is covered with hastily
dug individual firing positions connected by a
communications trench running along its north side,
which forms the military crest of the summit. These
positions, we believe, were occupied by the German
"Battalion MUller," an ad hoc organization under the
command of Captain MUlier, who was killed on Hill
223 on 8 October. The battalion was pieced together
from the remnants of other units to defend Hill 223.9 In
our examination of one of these hasty fighting positions,
we discovered twenty-five German Mauser Gewahr
98 shell casings, which had undoubtedly been ejected
eighty years before from a rifle aimed at soldiers of
the 8?i Division attempting to take the hill on the evening
of 7 October 191 8.
It should be mentioned here that the pressure
exerted on the Chatel-Chehery area by the U.S. 28'"
and 82 d Divisions on 7 October 1918 seems to have
compelled the Germans to fall back from their more
forward positions across the Argonne forest, thus
relieving the famous "Lost Battalion" of the U.S. 77Lh
Division that had been trapped for five days in a ravine
five kilometers southwest of Hill 223. 10
As a point of departure in presenting the results of
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prepare the area. The Americans, in contrast, had just
arri ved on the crest of Hill 223 and were pinned down
by effective machine gun fire from unseen positions
across the valley in front of them. In their peril, however,
the Americans of the 328 111 Infantry knew that the rest
of their li ves depended on the ability of Early's patrol
to get behind those guns and silence them.
Sergeant York later recounted the action to his
superiors as follows:

and the survivors were forced to dig in . The machinegun fire was something terribl e. Ifthe advance was to
be conti nued, somehow or other the machine guns
would have to be put out; and r knew the advance had
to be continued at all COSlS."16
Sergeant York again:
Sergeant Parsons told Sergeant Bernard Early to take
two squads and put these machine guns out of business;
so my squad being the left squad, was one of those
chosen.
We advanced in single file. The undergrowth and
bushes here were so thick that we could see only a
few yards ahead of us, but as we advanced, they
became 3 little thinner. In order to avoid frontal fire
from the machine guns, we turned our course slightly
to the left, thereby working around on the right flank of
the machine gun s and somewhat to their rear, which
caused us to miss these forward guns (pointing at the
map). As we gained a point about here (pointing at the
map and designating a point somewhat in the rear of
the machine guns), we turned sharply to the right oblique
and followed a liule path which took us directly in the
rear of the machine guns. ll

Sergeant Harry Parsons was in com mand of a
platoon of which my squad was a part. This platoon
was the left support platoon ofG Company, my squad
fonning the extreme left flank of the platoon. The valley
was covered by machine-gun fire from the right
(poi nting at map), from the front , and from the left front.
Machine guns from the left front were causing a great
deal of damage to our troops advancing across the
valley. 11
Military records show that the 82 d Division faced
the 2d Wiirttemberg Landwehr Division and elements
of the 45th Reserve Division.1l The machine guns
employed probably included the Maxim 08 and the
lighter Maxim 08115. Nearly identical in fo nn and
function, the 08 was mounted on a tripod, whi le the 081
15 was mounted on a bipod.
Tracing the route of Parsons's pl atoon on five
separate occasions, we came out each time into the
valley, the southern slope of which was recently planted
with trees. It is not hard to imagine the scope of damage
that a few well-placed Maxim mach ine guns could
wreak on dismOlmted troops in the open vaUey. Venturing
down into the valley's plowed fie lds today, it is relatively
easy to find rusted bullets and shell fragment s. I'
Sergeant Parsons's platoon was part of the second
wave, so a good portion of the platoon was still behind
the tree line, which provided a modicum of cover and
concealment.
Sergeant York's account continued: "Sergeant
Parsons was ordered to advance with his platoon and
cover our left flank. As the fire was very hot in the
valley, we decided to ski rt the foot of the hill on our left
and thereby gain some protection. We had advanced a
little ways . . . when we were held up by machine
guns from our left front. " u
Sergeant Parsons's affidavit explained: "Our fi rst
line was mowed down; Lieutenant Stewart was killed

As we stood on the northern slope of Hil1 223 some
eighty years later, it was clear that skirting the hill to
the left was the only option open to Sergeant Early.
Skirting the hill and staying well inside the tree line
provided a covered and concealed avenue of approach
to the rear of the machine gun positions located on the
eastern slope of the ridge and in the ravine. Chances
are that the patrol had neither a map nor a compass
and relied on terrain association and the sound of the
machine gun fi re to navigate. It is important to note
here that thi s route took the patrol well into the U.S.
28' ~ Division's area of operation. Accord ing to a
statement made by York's company commander,
Captain Danforth, there had been no contact with the
28 '~ Division that morning. Similar problems with
coordination existed on the German side. Due to
personnel shortages German combat leaders had
elected to use strongpoi nts to defend the valley, which
exacerbated breaks in contact between their adjacent
units.
Gennan Lieutenant (Reserve) KObler, a platoon
commander in the 41~ Company, J20'~ Landwehr
Infantry, observed:
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At dusk of October 7111 , we took up a position West of
Castle Hill [Hill 223]. I posted my men for the night
and set out to make a final inspection of the company
sector, when I saw that we had no contact on our right
fl ank. Immediately I sent out patrols to establi sh this
liaison. The patrol s returned during the night with the
information that the 2" Machine Gun Company was
located on our right. Personally, I regarded our situation
as very dangerous, for the Americans could easi ly pass
through the gaps in the sector of the ]<I Machine Gun
Company and gain our rear. II

did not stop and we opened fue on them. Sergeant
Early was leading and I was third.
As I said before, we were proceeding in si ngle
file. We immediately dashed down a path, along which
the Boche were running, and crossed this stream
(pointing at map). The Boche then turned to the right
and ran in the direction from which we had come. When
we reached th e point where they had turned, we
stopped for half a second to form a skirmish line. I
j umped about four paces away from the sergeant and
we told the other men to scatter out because we
thought there was going to be a battle and we did not
want to be too close together. As soon as we formed
our skirmish line, we burst through the bushes after the
Boche.
Thi s little stream of which I spoke runs through a
gulch into the valley. On either side of the stream there
was a little stretch of flat , level ground, about twenty
feet wide, which was covered with extremely thick
bush. On the east bank oflhe stream was a hill having
an exceedingly steep slope. The hill was somewhat

So an analysis of the situation leads us to believe
that Sergeant Early's patrol used the concealment
afforded by the mornin g ground fog and dense
vegetation to infiltrate the German lines where unit
boundaries existed but were not effectively tied in.
Sergeant York's account continued:
As we advanced we saw two Boche '9 with Red Cross
bands on their arms. We called to them to halt, but they

Map Showing Route of Attack by York s Patrol and the Location of German Machine Gun Nesis
(Prepared by Taylor V. Beattie)
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sem icircular in shape and afforded excellent protection
to anyone behind it. Along the top of the hill were
machine guns firing across the valley at our troopS.20

area around the stream is boggy and made up of sandy
soil. There is no evidence of a clearing or shack.
Sergeant York's account continued:

Locating thi s stream provided a critical point of
reference in our search fo r the location of Corporal
York's exploit. The stream is about a meter wide and
takes little more than a step or hop to get across. In his
account York speaks of an east bank. The stream runs
more nearly west to east, so the banks are to the north
and south. In matching the terrain with York's account,
we concluded that the patrol crossed the stream from
the south to the north. On the north side of the stream
there is a steep semicircular hill to which York apparently
refers in his account. Along this hill we found the remains
of nume rous hasty fighting positio ns a nd
communications trenches. There is also a substantial
benn along the outside shoulder of the road running
east·west across the hillside. The fields of fire into the
valley toward Hill 223 from this section of the road are
superb, and, viewed from the ravine, the road with benn
could be mistaken for a trench.
Sergeant York 's account continued:

Sergean t Early said, "Don' t shoot any more. They are
going to give up anyhow," and for a moment our fi re
ceased, except that one Gennan continued to fire at
me, and I shot him . In the meantime, the Boche upon
the hill with the machine guns swung the left guns to
the left oblique and opened fire on us. I was at this
time just a few paces from the mass of Bache who
were crowded around the P.e. At the first burst of fire
from the machine guns, all the Bache in this group hit
the ground, lying flat on their stomachs. I, and a few
other of our men, hit the ground at the same time. Those
who did not take cover were either killed or wounded
by the Bache machine gun fire, the range being so
close that the clothes were literally tom from their
bodies. Sergeant Early and Corporal Cutting were
wounded, and Corporal Savage was killed. In this first
fire we had six killed and three wounded. By this time,
those of my men who were left had gouen behind trees,
and two men sniped at the Bache. They fired about
half a clip each. But there wasn't any tree for me, so I
just sat in the mud and used my rifle, shooting at the
Bache machine gunners. I am a pretty good shot with
the rifle. also with the pistol, having used them practically
all my life, and having had a great deal ofpraclice. I
shot my rifle until I did not have any more cl ips
convenient and then I used my pistol.
The Bache machine gun fire was sweeping over
the mass of Germans who were lying flat, and passing
a few inches over my head, but I was so close to the
mass of Germans who were lying down that the Bache
machine gunners could not hit me without out hitting
their own men . There were about fifty Boche with the
machine guns and they were under the command of a
lieutenant. By this time, the remaining Bache guns had
turned around and were fi ring at us, and the lieutenant
wit h eight o r ten Germans armed with rifles
[undoubtedly with their bayonets fixed] rushed toward
us. One threw a little grenade about the size ofa dollar
and with a string that you pul1like this when you want
it to explode, at me, but it missed me by a few fee l,
wounding, however, one of his own men. 21

We burst through the undergrowth and were upon
th e Germa ns before we knew it , beca use the
undergrowth was so thick that we could see only a
few yards ahead of us. There was a little shack thrown
together that seemed to be used as sort of a P.C.
[command post] by the Germans. In front of this, in
sort of a semicircular mass, sat about seventy·five
Boche and, beside a chow can, which was near the
P.C., sat the commanding officer. The Bache seemed
to be having some kind of conference.
When we burst in on the circle, some of the Boche
jumped and threw up their hands , shouting
"Kamerad. "21 Then the others j umped up, and we
began shooting. About two or three Germans were hit.
None of our men fe ll. 22
The ravine today is relatively open, as the entire
area has been clear· cut some time in the last five years.
There are no stumps or other ev idence that there were
ever many large trees in the ravine . The c1ear·cut
removed brush and small trees, one to two inches in
diameter. Were these trees and bushes allowed to grow
freely, the entire area would be thick with a tangle of
ground vegetation competing for the sun's rays. The

York's diary reported th at not quite so many
Germans had charged down the hill at him: "Suddenly
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variously reports that there were 6-10 Germans
involved in the charge. I doubt there were morc than
8. Corporal York was armed with a 19 11 .4S-caliber
automatic pistol. This pistol holds a maximum of 8
rounds-7 in the magazine and I in the chamber. So
had York missed a shot, or had there been more
Germans coming down the hill than rounds in his pistol,
York's hand-to-hand skills or his ability to run would
have come into play.
York's response to the bayonet charge is one of
the least documented elements of the day 's combat.
Pvt. Percy Beardsley ofCorporai York's squad attested
in February 1919 to York's shooting a German officer
leading a bayonet charge toward the group.21 However,
none of the 1929 Gennan affidavits agreed that York
had killed any charging Gennans. Instead, Lieutenant
(Reserve) Glass, who had joined the I" Battalion,
12(Jh Landwehr Infantry, that very morning, observed
that, while he and his battal ion commander were being
driven up a hill by Americans who had captured them,
"a Gennan officer and several men with fixed bayonets
jumped up on our left" and that shouting and yelling
ensued. Glass stated that the Gennan officer, whom
he identified as engineer Lieutenant Thoma, ultimately
surrendered at the behest of Glass's commander.
Thoma himself reported surrendering without shots
being fired after he and a few of his men had charged
blindly, with bayonets fixed, into a group of captured
Gennan soldiers under American guard. In drafting
York's Medal of Honor citation, U.S. Army offic ials
did not mention this episode. 21

a Gennan Officer and five men jumped out of the trench
and charged me with fixed bayonets. I changed to the
old automatic and just touched them off too. I touched
ofT the sixth man first, then the fifth, then the fourth,
then the third and so on. 1 wanted them to keep
coming. "24
Sergeant York's account to his military superiors
continued: " I just let the Bache come down the hill and
then poured it into them with my pistol and I am, as I
said before, a pretty good shot with a pistol. I shot the
lieutenant, and when he was killed, the machine gun
fire ceased. During the fight I kept hearing a pistol
firing from the midst of the Boche who were lying on
the ground. This was evidently the commanding officer
shooting, as he was the only one in the crowd anned
with a pistol, and all of his clips were empty when I
examined them Iater."2s
While it is commonly thought that Corporal York
was armed with a 1903 Springfield, his unit, like most
in the AEF, had been issued U.S. model 1917 rifles. 26
The picture of York's sitting in the mud returning fire at
the Gennans is not very glamorous and would not have
worked well for Gary Cooper in the 1941 movie. But
when the German machine guns opened fire from the
hillside, Corporal York was at the right place, and the
Gennans fired over his head. We believe that they could
not depress the barrels of their machine guns to engage
York effectively without exposing themselves to his
return fire. (See Sketch 1.)
Sergeant York reports that the Germans then opted
for a bayonet charge, hoping to overwhelm him. York
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Sketch I: York s Firefight with German Machine Gunners
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Sergeant York's account continued:

them to surrender." He did and we added them to our
column.19

When the machine guns ceased firing, the
commanding officer, who spoke English, got off the
ground and walked over to me. He said: "English?" I
said: "No, not English." He said: "What?" I said:
·'American. " He said: "Good Lord!" Then he said: "If
you won't shoot any more I will make them give up,"
and I said: " Well, all right, I will treat you like a man,"
and he turned around and said something to his men in
Gennan, and they all threw off their belts and anns
and the machine gunners threw down their anns and
came down the hill .
I called to my men and one of them answered me
from over here, another from over here, and another
here (they were pretty well scattered), and when they
all come to me, I found that there were six left besides
myself.
We searched the Boche and told them to line up in
a column of twos. The Boche commanding officer
wanted to line up facing north and go down through
the valley along the road wh ich runs by the foot of the
hill, but I knew if they got me there it wou ld be as good
as they wanted on account of the machine guns on the
opposite slope, so I said, "No, I am going thi s way,"
which is the way I had come, and which led through
the group of machine guns placed here (pointing at
map), which seemed to be outpost guns. We had missed
this machine gun nest as we advanced, because we
had gone further to the left.
When we got the Boche lined up in a column of
twos, I scattered my men along and at the rear of the
column and told them to stay well to the rear and that I
would lead the way. So I took the commanding officer
and the other two officers and put one in the front of
me and one on each side of me, and we headed the
column. I did that because I knew that if I were caught
on the side of the column the machine gunners would
shoot me, but that if I kept in the column they would
have to shoot their officers before they could kill me.
In this manner we advanced along a path and into a
machine gun nest which is situated here (pointing at
map).
The machine gunners, as I said before, could not
kill me without killing their officers, and I was ready
for them . One aimed a rifle at me from behind a tree,
and, as I pointed my pistol at him, the commanding
officer said : "If you won't shoot anymore, I will tell

According to his diary entry for the day, Corporal
York asked the captured Gennan battalion commander,
Lieutenant Vollmer, the direction back to American lines.
This again indicates that York did not have a map or a
compass. The road Vollmer suggested would have
brought them under direct observation of machine gun
positions 3, and eventually I, ifthey had followed it into
the valley west of Hill 223 . Had they followed the road
west they would have traveled deeper into Gennancontrolled territory. Corporal York instead elected to
take the remainder of his patrol and the German
prisoners back more or less the "way they had come."
This enabled York and the entire contingent to walk up
on machine gun position J. The gunners there would
not open fire on the approaching German column and
cou ld not engage Corporal York and his fellow
Americans, who had sh ie lded themse lves with the
captured German officers. At this juncture, with two
machine gun positions out of action, the Americans on
Hill 223 swarmed into the woods, overwhelming the
remaining pockets ofGennan opposition.
Later testimony from Gennan soldiers who had
been in the ravine indicates that there had been a
burgeoning panic within the Gennan lines on the
morning of the 8th • Evidently, American patrols in
addition to York's had been spotted moving between
the Gennan positions, and there was a growing fear
that the Americans had rolled the flank and gained the
Gennan rear. Both the German Army's leadership in
Berlin and the soldiers in the rav ine were concemed
about the introduction of American forces into the war.
On the strategic scale, those in Berlin contemplated
the American capabi lity to introduce vast amounts of
men and materiel to a conflict that had steadily bled
Gennan resources while. On the local scale, here in
the ravine, the Gennan soldiers were aware that the
Americans were on the whole fresh, well fed , and well
motivated.
I guess they [the Germans] thought the whole
American Army was in their rear. And we didn't SlOp to
tell them any different.»
Alvin C. York, from his diary
entry of 8 October 1918
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These are historically documented facts. In addition to
delivering 132 Gennan soldiers. Corporal York assumed
command of a patrol that silenced two of the dominating
German machine gun positions that had pinned down
American forces in the valley. With the elimination of
these two positions, the 82d Division was able to resume
the attack north and west and to seize the Decauvil1e
field rai lroad by the end of the day.
As the key leaders in his platoon were wounded or
killed, Corporal York promptly took charge. With
courage. steady aim, and grace under fire , Corporal
York dominated a situation that had spun out of control.
As the man in command. Corporal York was in a position
of responsibility and accountability for the actions of
that patrol. At the end of the day, York's patrol had
reduced two major obstacles to the movement of U.S.
forces through the valley, captured 132 prisoners, and
evacuated all wounded associated with the action. both
American and German. In view of these historically
documented fa cts, Corporal York's actions were
commensurate to, and deserving of, our nation's highest
military award. This is the man .

Sergeant York's account to his military superiors
concluded: " I then reponed with the prisoners to the
Battalion P.C. They were counted there and there were
132 of them . I was ordered to deliver the prisoners to
Brigade Headquaners, which I did, and returned to my
company the next morning."ll

In Search of York: Man , Myth & Legend
The Man

I am not definite whether there were still more prisoners,
nor how many Americans there were present. On the
o ther hand, 1 still have in my mind a fairly clear picture
of the American solctier in charge; it was he who kept
his pisml aimed at me. He was a large and strong man
with a red mustache, broad features and, I believe,
freckle-faced. 32
Lieutenant Glass
On 8 October 19 18, Corporal York, a draftee from
the hills of Tennessee, went out as a member of a patrol.
He returned a few hours later in charge of that patrol,
leading a column of 132 captured German prisoners.

The Myth
It is probable that Sergeant York of the 328th American
Infantry captured several prisoners in the course of this
action . . . . The claim that he captured 35 machine
guns is an outright lie. I cannot imagine where he could
have found 35 machine guns in such a small area, even
if he induded the light machine guns. I do not believe
that 35 machine guns were employed that day in the
entire area between Chatd and the Nonh-South Road. ll
Retired Major von Sick. former commander
)~ Battalion, 12~ LmdJl/thr Infantry
Most accounts concerning Sergeant York paint him
as a man who, after unsuccessfu ll y applying for
conscientious objector status, individually killed 20-28
Gennan soldiers and captured 132 prisoners and 35
machine guns. It appears from published documents
that York had indeed sought conscientious objector
status, although he denied doing so in his diary.14 The
assertion that York captured 35 machine guns on 8
October 191 8 remains unsubstantiated. York did not
make that claim. and his Medal of Honor citation, after
spec ifying exactly how many officer and enlisted
prisoners his patrol captured, adds that it captured

Sergeant York at scene of firefight
February 1919 (Signal Corps photo)
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"several guns." However, a report by the 82d Division
credited his patrol with the capture of that number of
machine guns. n
Based on the American affidavits, there is little
doubt that Corporal York killed the lion's share of
German soldiers in the ravine; however, it is doubtful
that he killed them all. In analyzing the events of the
day, it is important to remember that there were seven
other American soldiers in Sergeant Early's patrol thai
survived the initial burst of machine gun fire. These
soldiers were uninjured and could return reasonably
effective fire. Indeed some years after the fact,
Sergeant Early and Corporal Cutting were each
awarded the Distinguished Service Cross for their
actions in the ravine. Overall, we must conclude that
the assertions that Alvin C. York single-handedly '
captured 35 machine guns and killed 28 Gennans in
the process of defeating a machine gun battalion are
all components of the myth.

The Legend
There were well over ninety Medals of Honor
awarded for actions during World War I, yet Sergeant
York clearly stands out today as the greatest American
hero of that conflict. One fact that distinguished
Sergeant York from all these other heroes was his
homespun American background.
Alvin Cullum York was born in 1887 in a one-room
log cabin in the hills behind Pall Mall, Tennessee. Barely
able to read, Alvin left school after the third grade to
help out on the farm and to work in his father's
blacksmith shop. A crack shot with both pistol and rifle,
he honed his marksmanship skills from an early age to
put food on the table or to win cash at local shooting
contests. A heavy drinker, gambler, fighter, and general
hell-raiser in his youth, York gave up all these behaviors
at the age of 29. He had come home late after a good
drunk and found his mother waiting up for him, worried.
She asked him when he was going to "be a man like
your father and your grandfathers?" The Question hit
home, and Alvin gave up smoking, chewing, drinking,
cussing, fighting, and gambling that night. "When I Quit,
I quit all," he later wrote. l6
Alvin York registered for the draft in the summer
of 1917. In November 191 7 he reported to his initial
training at Camp Gordon, Georgia. In December Private
York was assigned to Company G, 328lh Infantry, 82d
Division. The unit arrived in France in May of 1918.
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After spending time in Quiet sectors getting accustomed
to the sights and sounds of the battlefield, the 328 lh
was assigned to the St.-Mihiel offensive, where thenCorporal York's unit went over the top for the first
time on 12 September 191 8. On 24 September York's
division was moved to a position in reserve for the
Meuse·Argonne offensive. It remained in reserve
status until 7 October, when it entered the line on Hill
223.
The events in the ravine on 8 October 1918 came
and went. There was hardly time to think about it as
Corporal York and the 82d Division slugged on north of
the Aire River for two weeks and then consolidated its
position abreast the Hindenburg Line, before returning
to a reserve status on 31 October. A few days after
the fight in the ravine, in fact, York was nearly killed
during an artillery barrage while crossing an apple
orchard near Sommerance, three kilometers northeast
of FlevilJe. It wasn't until after the Annistice that
American publi c attention began to tum toward the
nation's war heroes.
Sergeant York made good copy. His "local boy
makes good" story was one the Americans needed
and wanted to hear. George Pattullo's article, "The
Second Elder Gives Battle," that appeared in the
Saturday Evening Post on 26 April 1919 gave
Sergeant York his initial fame. In 1928 Australian
combat veteran Tom Skeyhill, with whom York agreed
to collaborate. published Sergeant York: His Own
Life Story and War Diary. He followed that two
years later with Sergeant York: J -.~t of the Long
Hunters. In the latter book, des.~ ed for schoo l
children, the author went to great lengths weaving a
historical link between Daniel Boone, Davy Crockett,
Abraham Lincoln. and Alvin York. Then there was
the 1928 Swedish newspaper article, which energized
the Gennans to provide a painstakingly researched
rebuttal. Most today, however, would associate York's
exploits with Gary Cooper, who rece ived an Academy
Award for best actor for his portrayal of Alvin York
in th e 1941 war movie Sergeant York. While
entertaining, the movie bears little resemblance to
York's actions in the ravine. However, York's persona
portrayed by Gary Cooper was enthusiastically
embraced by all. Cooper depicted York as the selfreliant frontiersman-a steadfastly loyal, humble,
God-fearing American son who did his duty and
beyond. J7 This is the legend.

American field hospital during the Meuse-Argonne
campaign. Wounded Americans were stretched out
bleeding wherever there was space. The suffering was
immense, although no more or less so than anywhere
else along the Western Front in 191 8. Today in that
church there is a cart loaded with the carefully prepared
flower arrangements of the liturgical season. The
flower cart, its wheels and shape barely discernible for
the neatly arranged ivy, lilies, and daffodils, has its own
history. In another time under different circumstances,
that cart bore wounded American soldiers; it is an old
U.S. Anny field gurney. The gurney serves today as a
quiet reminder ofa violent and not so distant past.
As we have ventured into York's ravine, we have
always been struck with the same notion, a notion that
the ground of the ravine is hallowed . This small,lonely
patch of French soil, where brave men from the United
States and Gennany struggled valiantly, wimessed only
a miniscule vignette ofa world war that would play so
significant a pan in the history of the twentieth century.
While standing on this hallowed ground, one can sense
the spirit of the two dozen Gennans and six Americans
who died there on a foggy October morning in 191 8.
An American of modest origins from the hills of
Tennessee, Alvin York, had killed the lion 's share of
these Gennans and had captured many dozens of their
com rades. As a man of faith, York was never
particularly proud of his role in th e events of the day,
but he recognized that he had acted ultimately for what
he believed to be right.

So, "York, how did you do it?" Some eighty years
after the fact. we entered the ravine with an
understanding of the "mi litary use of terrain" and the
subtle significance in the location of archaeological
ev idence relative to the tactics, techniques, and
procedures of the day. In our analysis of the situation,
we pieced all these and other factors together to develop
a picture of how events could have unfolded on a foggy
fall morning in 1918. The archaeological evidence
included actual prepared fighting positions, rolls of
barbed wire, discarded ammunition cans, shell casings,
a Gennan ration spoon, and even some discarded rails
from the Decauvi ll e field railroad . The most ominous
of these artifact s were the unexploded munitions,
including an artillery shell found nearlhe northernmost
machine gun position that was fired over eighty years
ago by an American artilleryman w ith the aim of
destroying the position. It is, at best, a guess as to the
actual events of the ravine. On ly the men who fought,
struggled, and died in that obscure place know the
secrets hidden within.
So in answer to General Lindsey's original question,
"How did you do it?" Sergeant York's response, "a
higher power than man," is as good an explanation as
any that we can conjure. In sum this article suggests
that Sergeant York was some of all of the above--man, myth, and legend-an ordinary man who in
extraordinary circumstances rose to the occasion and
became bigger than life. What's more, Sergeant York
is in our final analysis a true American hero, whose
exploits--actual, mythical, and legendary--embody the
spirit of the thousands of American servicemen who
did their duty "over there."

Lt. Col. Taylor V. Beattie, a Regular Army special
forces officer, is a special operations observer
trainer at Fort Leavenworth, Kansas. He has served
in Operation JOINT ENDEAVOR in Bosnia and
Operation ASSURED RE.SPONSE. in Liberia and in
assignments in Panama, Germany, Turkey, and Italy.
He holds a bachelor s degree in cultural
anthropology from the University of Delaware.

Postscript
There is, at the base of the town hall in ChatelChehery on the edge of the Argonne fo rest, a
memorial to Sergeant York. Placed there in 1987 by
the Tennessee Historical Commission, the memorial
contains a marker that recounts in both French and
English his exploits of 8 October 1918. Other than
this marker, there are no clues to lead the interested
individua l to the actual s ite of York's feat. The town
is quiet now, save an occasiona l rooster's crow, but
the lingering ghosts of the American presence here
some eighty years ago are everywhere. Fifteen
kilometers to the south, at the center of the small town
of Neuvilly. sta nds a church that served as a n

Mal Ronald Bowman is the resource management
officer for the Special Operations Command, Korea,
in Seoul, Korea, a civilian position, and an Army
Reserve special forces officer. He holds degrees in
history and mining engineering from West Virginia
University and West Virginia Institute of Technology.
Major Bowman introduced Colonel Beattie to
American World War I battlefields in France while
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the two were serving in Stuttgart, Germany, with
the I" Battalion, I(J~ Special Forces Group.
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THECHlEF'SCORNER
John Sloan Brown
It has been a busy quarter, and I am pleased to report significant and impressive contributions
across the Army Historical Program. The Korean War commemoration and the Army's 225'" birthday
have been highly visible events which have relied heavi ly upon Center of Mil itary History efforts. In
June we sponsored a vel)' successful Army historians' conference focusing on the Korean War to
which a number of veterans, Center and Army field historians, and military historians from several
European nations contributed. OUf commemorative pamphlet 225 Years a/Service was particularly
well received. It will be reprinted under a camouflage cover in larger numbers with year· end funds.
Eventually we hope to see a copy in the possession of every soldier. We also want to ensure that
.every soldier receives the Chief of Staff's recently promulgated Professional Reading List. The
Center coordinated this initiative and the selection of titles, and we do believe that it drives home to
our officers and NCOs the importance and value ofa thoughtful reading program. Insofar as reading
is concerned. we are also proud of our two latest publications, John Carland's Vietnam study, Stemming
the Tide, and Ed Raines' aviation history, Eyes ofArtillery.
Our outreach and international programs continue to roll along nicely. This year's military history
detachment training at Camp Robinson,Arkansas, was exceptionaJly well run and successful. Similarly,
our participation in the International Commission on Military History in Stockholm yielded favorable
results, to include further maturation of the Central European Initiative to bring our new friends and
allies ever more closely into our historical community. We are also particularly pleased to have
Gennan Lt. Ulrich Humpert from the Bundeswehruniversitlit in Munich serving as an intern for
three months.
CMH has provided in-depth support to the Anny's transformation and Quadrienniai Defense
Review (QDR) efforts, offering decision-makers thoughtful historical perspectives as they prepare
the Army 's positions for upcomi ng analyses. We have prepared papers and briefings on a wide range
of subjects. These include the Army as a constabulary force, the value to our allies of U.S. ground
forces, Gennan initiatives in military modernization and innovation between the two world wars, and
the historical creation and modification of u.S. Anny major commands and corps headquarters.
History, we believe, will playa vital role in both the transformation and QDR processes.
On the museum front, we can all take particular pride in the opening of the Airborne and Special
Operations Museum (ASOM). The development of this museum was a model in many ways, and it
was the first new museum able to take advantage of our digitizedAnny Museum Information System
(AMIS) in locating desired artifacts. In an effort to enhance the funding of Army museums, we are
working to find ways to make them more visible in the Army 's Planning, Programming, Budgeting.
and Execution System (PPBES).
As always, we do look forward to hearing your thOUghts and opinions on these and other subjects.

Fort BraggArchlvlstHonored
I1oliDaJlan: Tabor,lb. Fon Bragg and XVWAirbome CoIj>S an:hivist, was honored at
;lfaf0l!})mgg Officers' Club on II Mayas Ibe GS7-9ll11dequivalen,empl9Yee
L,.lll'ileM Ms. Tabor completed Ibe preparation oflbe newly issued video cp,
edited and oversaw the publication
Fort Bragg collections; and managed two history web sites, which she designed.
Gen. William F.
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Madrid Archive Offers New Perspectives on the Spanish-American War
By Charles Hendricks
The opening in recent years of significant archival
collections of interest 10 the American military in
Russia and other former Warsaw Pact nations has
overshadowed another archival development that

nine cents) per page. Large o rders may require several
days.
The primary series of colonial military records in
the Military Archives of Madrid pertain to the
Captaincy-General of C uba (1749-1898), the
Captaincy-General of the Philippines (1870--98), and
the Captaincy-General of Puerto Rico (1856-98). They
comprise 1,820; 103; a nd 92 archive boxes of records,
respectively. The first of these series includes a few
eighteenth-century documents relating to engineer
defense and building construction, but it focuses on
the late nineteenth cen tury with the h eaviest
concentration relating to th e War of Cuban
Independence. Noteworthy a re seven boxes of papers
captured from Cuban revolutionaries, including
correspondence from some of their leaders.
Another 333 boxes at the military archives derive
from the Overseas (Ullramar) Section of the Spanish
Ministry of War. Of these, 200 boxes pertain to the
Phil ippines, 44 to Puerto Rico, and only I to C uba .
Additional selected documents, often of considerable
importance, are contained in the 146 boxes of
Documentacioll de Cuba and the 26 boxes ofa similar
collection on the Philippines. A 235 -box series of
records on Ihe military governments of Havana,
Matanzas, and Pinar del Rio includes 40 boxes on
campaign operations in those provinces in 1895-98 and
II boxes relating to defenses and fortifications. A series
on the Subinspectorate of Cuban Volunteers contains
243 boxes on these Cuban colonial units organized by
the Spanish Army.
During brief visits to the Military Archives of
Madrid in 1998 and 1999, I focused m y attention on
the records of the Captaincy-General ofC uba and more
specifically on report s relatin g to th e landing of
American soldiers and marines east of Santiago de
Cuba in June 1898. The failure of the Spanish land
forces unde r Lt. Gen. Arsenio Linares, commander of
the Fourth Army Corps of the Island of Cuba and its
Santiago Division, to contest the American landings at
Daiquiri and Siboney on 22 and 23 JWle 1898 has drawn
the attention of historians of that war. Walter Millis
admitted in 193 1 that "the ineffectiveness of lightcaliber naval artillery against well-constructed

otTers detailed infonnation about a military force with

which the U.S. Army actually engaged in direct
combat. The Military Archives of Madrid in mid-1998

opened to researchers a large and rich collection of
Spanish Army documents on Cuba, Puerto Rico, and
the Philippines. If carefully examined, these documents

could contribute very substantially to our understanding
of the Spanish-American War andofthe later colonial

histories of those former Spanish territories. This
archive contai ns a broad range of Spanish Army
reports and correspondence relating to military
operations and administration during the SpanishAmerican War, the War of Cuban Independence
(1895-98), and the Philippine rebellion of 1896-97.
The newly opened collections also include smaller but
still substantial quantities of documents pertaining to
military administration in Cuba during and after the
Ten Years ' War (1868-78) and in Puerto Rico from

1856 to 1898.
These mat erials have been made available,
accompanied by complete typescript fil e inventories,
in the confines of the Span ish Servicjo Hjstorico
Mifitar, the Spanish counterpart of the U.S. Amy
Center of Military History. The Servicio is located at
Calle Martires de Alcala 9, not far from the Madrid
Metro's Plaza de Espana station. Researchers should
carry to the Servicio a letter of introduction from their
educational institution, governmental organization, or
mi litary command attesting to their background.
Researchers usin g the Military A rchives of
Madrid work in a small but comfortable research room
with six to eight tables and several microfilm readers
on the ground floor of a high-ce il inged building
constructed in the eighteenth century as a schoo l for
young noblemen. Adjacent to the document research
room is the Servicio's excellent library relating to
Spanish military history. Unfortunately, both the library
and the research room are open only from 0900 to
1330, Monday through Friday. Photocopying is done
only by the stafT at a cost of twelve pesetas (about
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By 5 May Colonel Borry could report that the
trenches around the forts of Siboney and Daiquiri had
been completed and were ready to be occupied by triple
the towns' ordinary garrisons. At Siboney, he reported,
two trenches adequate to house 200 ri flemen had been
constructed on a hill some 200 meters from the coast,
allowing the soldiers to fire at anyone trying to disembark
there. Forts along the roads to Siboney from Aguadores
and Sevi ll a protected the right and left rear approaches
to these trenches. While the steep and rocky character
of the hill had prevented widening the trench enough to
support a double line of fire, Borry reported that the
trench "is very difficult to attack and possesses a
situation that cannot be improved." A perpendicular line
of trenches ran from this hillside trench to the beach,
and two blockhouses on hillcrests surmounted both
trenches to prevent an attack on them from the interior
by Cuban revolutionaries. 4
Unfortunately, the operational diaries ofthe Battalion
of Talavera Riflemen, No.4, two companies of which
led by the battalion commander were assigned to defend
Daiquiri in June 1898, are not extant. However, General
Linares recounted, shortly after he relinquished his
command due to wounds suffered near EI Pozo on I
July, that the two compan ies withdrew from Daiquiri on
22 June in consequence of both the heavy naval
bombardment that had destroyed the town itself and a
combined flank attack by Cuban rebels and American

entrenchments was happily not so well understood in
1898," but he nevenheless had to conclude that in
withdrawing from their coastal emplacements "the
Spaniards had carefull y thrown away their bestindeed. their on ly-chance." l David Trask agreed in
1981 that "it is fair to criticize the Spanish general
[Linares] for not using avai lable capabilities effectively
to inflict damage and create confusion . On this
occasion [the American landing at Daiquiri] , as on
others to come, he missed golden opponunities to delay
or discommode if not defeat the invaders."l
The records I viewed in the Madrid archives
indicate that Linares worked hard to fonify the Cuban
coastline east of Santiago and has been blamed for
the decision nol to defend it largely due to his later
efforts to protect his subordinates. The day after the
Spanish commander in chief in Cuba, General Ram6n
Blanco, informed Linares from Havana of the United
States' declaration of war, cavalry Col. Domingo
Borry reported from Daiquiri the arrival there of
engineer Capt. Luis Gonzalez y Gonzalez. Captain
Gonzalez carried instructions from General Linares's
chief engineer, Col. Florencio Cau la, to employ the
troops of the Provisional Puerto Rico Baltalion, No.
I, to construct trenches at Daiquiri, Siboney, and
Aguadores, three coasta l towns east of Santiago .
Colonel Borry offered to control the Puerto Rican
troops' work.)

Siboney, Cuba. in 1898 (Signal Corps photo)
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troops that he believed had landed near Point Berracos
the day before. This flank attack. he reponed, had
threatened to cut off the Daiquiri garrison's route of
retreat. Linares did not realize, however, that the tTOOpS
that had come ashore east of Daiquiri on 21 June had
not been Americans. Maj. Gen. William Shafter
reponed that the U.S. Navy had disembarked 500
Cuban insurrectionists at nearby Cujababo on 2 1 July
but mentioned no landing by American troops on that
date . Shafter credited the reinforced, I,OOO-man
contingent under Cuban General Demetrio Castil lo with
driving the Spanish garrison from Daiquiri on the
morning of 22 June. s Significant Cuban military
contributions of this son have not been high lighted in
American accounts of the Spanish-American War.6
Whi le Linares's after-action report states his
willingness to see his forces make a disciplined retreat
from the coast after the initial landing on 21 June east
of Daiquiri, the operational diary ofthe Expeditionary
Battalion of San Fernando, No. II, provides clear
evidence that Linares very much intended to defend
the threatened coast line at that time. That diary shows
that three of this battal ion's companies arrived at
Sih<mey at 0930 on 22 June, having depaned El Pozo
at 0500 and marched through Sevilla and Guisima. the
same route the Americans would take in the opposite
direction in forthcoming days. At Siboney they were
s lated to relieve two companies of the Talavera
Riflemen, but they refrained from doing so until 0300
on 23 June due to the naval bombardment directed at
the trenches that they were to occupy. The report
described the 22 June bombardment as heavy for three
hours and then comparatively light, before ceasing' at
1600. The Spanish troops meanwhile fired their rifles
ineffectively at the ships bombarding them. The San
Fernando companies were joined outside Siboney by
three companies of the Pueno Rico battalion led by
Brig. Gen. Antero Rubin, who assumed command of
all the Spanish forces at Siboney upon his arrival there.
These forces withdrew from Siboney on the morning
of23 June, when a substantial force under Brig. Gen.
Henry Lawton reached the area overland from
Daiquiri.'
General Linares later accepted responsibility for
and defended the wisdom of the decision to withdraw
from the fortifications at Siboney, stating that "he did
not believe it to be necessary to sacrifice lives steri lely
in a senseless fight of rifles against the best and most
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powe rful modern artillery ." Nevertheless. the
withdrawal clearly contradicted his intentions of the
day before, when fresh troops had advanced to Siboney
at his orders. Moreover, Linares reported that he had
ordered the withdrawal to be made by train to Cruces,
while the San Fernando battalion report states that it
effected the withdrawal by a different inland route. a
As Linares wrote his after-action report on the
Santiago campaign, he explici tly anticipated that the
Spanish Army's defense ofthar city migh t later be the
subject of a Spanish government investigation. 9 I
believe that this may have led him to accept more
pe rsonal respon si bility than was warranted for
questionable battlefield decisions of his subordinates
in order to provide political cover to embattled
comrades-in-anns and to maintain a united military front
in the face of embarrassed Spanish politicians who
might be seeking to identify scapegoats. The hasty
withdrawal from Daiquiri would, in fact, draw the
critical attention of the Spanish press. ]O Linares may
well have believed that arguing, after the fact, that
modem artillery would have made a stubborn defense
of the Cuban coastline a sterile sacrifice of lives would
beuerprotect the Spanish military from its civilian critics
than would an open acknowledgment of his officers'
failure to persist in the very considerable efforts he
had undertaken to arrange that any American landing
would be strongly contested.
In the event, the Spanish officers who would be
tried by Spain's Supreme Counci l of War were Maj.
Gen. Jose Toral Velazquez, who succeeded Linares in
command of the Fourth Army Corps at Santiago on 1
July 1898 and surrendered that city later in July, and
the commanders of other localities in eastern Cuba
that similarly surrendered to the Americans before the
Spanish government agreed to a cease-fire, not Linares
or the officers in charge of coastal defenses. In a
verdict rendered on 9 August 1899, the council absolved
the indicted officers, issuing a rendition of the military
situation they faced that drew directly from Linares's
after-action report. Evidently, its author well
understood the political significance his repon could
have. II Linares's reputation would survive the war
nicely, and he would serve as Spain's minister of war
a decade later.]2
As this small inquiry suggests, the newly opened
collections at the Military Archives of Madrid contain a
broad range of sources on Spanish military operations

Expeditionary Cavalry Regiment, to Linares, 21 Apr
1898, box ·11 6; Itr, Col Florencio eaula to Linares, 24
Apr 1898, box 116, all in Documentacion de Cuha,
M ilitary Archives of Madrid.
4. Ltr, Borry to Linare s,S May 1898, box 116,
Documentaci6n de Cuba, Military Archives of Madrid.
5. Rpt, Campaign against the United States, pp. 19-

in its late nineteenth-century colonies. In this case, as
a lways, the carefu l researcher must evaluate the
documents' level offorthrighmess and the possibility that
facts may have been shaded for political reasons. It is
evident, however, that the materials in the Madrid military
archives can offer important new perspectives on the
operations of the Spanish Anny and on the thinking of
its leaders as it sought to defend Spain's overseas
possessions in the latter half of the nineteenth century.
While the majority of the documentation deals with
the confli ct with local insurrecti onists, and does so in
very considerable detail, important infonnation about
the Spanish response to American military operations
in 1898 may also be found in these newly opened file s.

20; Annual Reports of the War Deportment for the
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1898: Report of (he
Major-General Commanding (he Army (Washington,
D.C., 1898), p. 149.
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States and Cuba in History and Historiography
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Modern Spain (Stanford. Ca lif. . 1967), p. 105.
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The Role of the Horse in Modern Warfare
as Viewed in the Interwar U.S. Army's Cavalry Journal
By Alexander M. Bielakowski
Fol lowing the Mexican Punitive Expedition of 1916,
the horse cavalry entered a period during which it was
forced to defend its very existence as the issues of
mechanization and motorization of the U.S. cavalry
came to the fore. Despite the fact that during World
War I the Eastern Front was characterized by mobile
warfare and the emp loyment of large cavalry

fonnations. the stalemate of trench warfare on the
Western Front became the defining image of the war
throughout the world. Whi le cava lry remained idle in
the west, the invention of the tank and its successfu l

use in France added to the belief that the day of the
horse cavalry had passed. Most references in th e
historicslliterature to American cavalrymen during the
interwar period treat them as noth ing more than
anachronistically oriented individuals unable to grasp
the significance of the new m ilitary technology then
becoming available. In fact, however, throughout the
19205 and 19305 cavalrymen were willing to integrate
new technology into the structure of their branch. In
1931, for instance, the independent Mechanized Force
was d isso lved, and its assets were transferred to the
1Sl Cavalry Regiment, which was reorganized as a
mechanized cavalry regiment. This article will examine
the military role that American cavalrymen of the
interwar period envisioned for the horse in the pages
of the Cavalry Journal.
Despite the great limitations the First World War
placed on the us~ of cavalry, many soldiers, whether
cavalrymen or not, believed that the war was by no
means a completely negative experience for the horseborne ann. General John J. Pershing, the commander
of the American Expeditionary Forces in France, who
was himself a cavalryman. stated in a "Message to
the Cavalry" in 1920 that "During this period [World
War IJ all anns had a chance for development and
employment except the Cavalry, so that to some
unthinking persons the day of the cavalry seems to
have passed. Nothing could be farther from the truth ."1
Even as tanks and mechanized vehicles-halftracks and armored personnel carriers-ga ined
increasing prominence in interwar military planning,
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Pershing's opinions on the continued value of the horse
gained noteworthy adherents from the ranks of other
lead ing military p owers. Field Marshal Viscount
Allenby, who had commanded British forces in the
Middle East during World War I, observed: " The
annoured vehicle req uires, oi l. water, petrol, in large
amounts; spare parts and sk illed mechanics; to keep it
in working order. Except in arid desert, the horse can
subs ist on the produce of the country. The horse can
live-and do his work---on one good drink in 24 hours;
he can stand ex treme cold and ex treme heat. In hot
cl imates, the heat ofa tank is unendurable to its crew."2
Military n otab les from Germany and France
agreed. Gennan Field Marshal Paul von Hindenburg
stated that "Cavalry will continue to be imponant .
There were many times when I wished I had more of
il.") Th e German Army's inspector of cava lry,
Lieutenant General von Kaiser, said " Every new means
of transportation appeari ng seems to be followed by a
cry for doing away with the cavalry. Thus in a book
which appea red in 1871 I found man y p erson s
considered cavalry superfluous, as they claimed the
progress made in railway transportation was replacing
it. Now it is the same with the motor,''' French General
Henri Petain st3ted, "Cavalry remains the favored ann
for reconnaissance and screening before battle and
for the exploitation of success after battle."}The future
French chief of stafT, General Maxime Weygand,
believed that "The role of cavalry far from being
diminished will appear on the morrow, if there is
another war, as great as we deemed it to be in the
past.''<>
Soon after World War I, 11M LI. Anthony J. Tittinger
of the 6th Cavalry wrote that the nature of combat in
that war was unique and should not, in his view, be
taken to indicate that the cavalry had somehow become
obsolete. Tittinger believed that, had the Gennans
possessed more cavalry during the opening phase of
the war, they could have avoided the need less slaughter
of the trenches. "The Gennan retreat and subsequent
defeat at the Marne were due to an insufficient amount
of cavalry in the anny group of Von Kluck ( 1$1 Corps

of Cavalry), who was opposing Foch near Mailly."The
lesson to be learned from this campaign. according to
Tiuinger. was that nations should maintain a large
cavalry force among their active annies to prevent
"position" or trench warfare. He also believed that the
invention of the tank was unlikely to have an effect on
the cavalry. The tank, Tittinger stated, was useful only
"in trench or siege warfare or, with our overseas
garrisons, to prevent landing parties," as "they have a
limited a radius of action and have a limited fuel
capacity."7
In a 1922 article entitled "What the World War
Did for Cavalry," Maj. George S. Patton, Jr., agreed
with Tininger that the Western Front in the First World
War was unique. That was the case, in Patton's view,
because there were "fixed flanks," which prevented
the maneuver for which cavalry was best suited, and
because the contested area was supported by "a
splendid rail and road" network on both sides, which
pennitted a very heavy concentration of men and a
relatively easy ammunition supply. Patton emphasized
the very different circumstances that existed on the
Eastern front and in the Middle East. In Palestine, for
instance, sixteen of the seventeen mounted cavalry
charges that were attempted against infantry in
position proved successful , he observed. s
Patton acknowledged that several technologi cal
developments that had occurred during World War I
had forever altered warfare. The airplane and the tank
were, in Patton 's opinion, the most significant of these
developments. Patton believed that the airplane had
changed the definition of "good cavalry country." While
cavalrymen had previously believed that wide-open
spaces, suc·h as the American prairie, were ideal for
the use of cavalry, the mi litary airplane left those areas
vulnerable to air reconnai ssance, which could reveal
lines of supply and communication. Patton believed
that the airplane would change the desi red countrysidc
for the cavalry from grasslands to woodlands, where
the cavalry would be able to use the cover of trees to
screen its approach. 9
Regarding the tank, Patton believed it wou ld be
most successful in limited operations, being too tightly
tethered to its supply lines to be used in coordination
with cavalry on more cxtensive attacks and too
expensive to be produced in large enough quantities to
replace the horse. Despite his many critiques of the
tank, however, Patton had from the start advocated

u.s.

Army Team White- Maj. John Eager, Lt.
Gordon Rogers. Major Pafton, and Maj. Jacob
Devers-Receiving the Argentine Polo Cup,
July 1931 (Signal Corps photo)
the creation of a separate and independent Tank
Corps. 10
As no suitabl e tanks or truly mechani zed vehicles
yet existed and as the Army's budget cou ld not
accommodate a broad-based mechanization program
in any event, Patton recommended in 1924 that each
cavalry brigade be equipped with nine annored cars to
en hance its mobility and firepower. LI The Army
responded positively to Patton's recommendations four
years later, when Secretary of War Dwight Davis
authorized the fonnation of an annored car platoon in
the ,SI. Cavalry Division, then headquartered at Fort
Bliss. Texas. 12
By 1930, major techno logical changes had
improved the tank well beyond the lumbering fivemile-per-hour contraptions employed during the First
World War. Once again. Patton's opinions appeared
in the Cavalry Journal, th is time to advocate new
cooperation between tanks and the existing combat
branches. Patton believed that the infantry and the
cavalry should develop different kinds of tanks to
fulfill markedly different roles. The infantry needed
heavil y armed and armo red tanks, which could
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accompany and support infantry advancing on foot.
These tanks' speed wou ld not be an issue. The cavalry,
on the ot her hand, req uired fast cross-country
machines, which could keep up with and protect horse
cavalry formations. U The coauthor of this article, Maj.
Charles C. Benson, was the cavalry's representative
during the trial s of the Christie tank in 1928. Could
the remarkabl e performance of the Chri st ie tank
chassis design have had something to do w ith Patton 's
change of heart regardi ng the use of tanks with horse
cavalry?
By 1931, the new Army chief of staff, General
Douglas MacArthur, realized that the U.S. Anny was
sorely in need of modem equipment, and he extended
the mechanization and motorization program that was
already in effect. MacArthur thought that it was a
misconception to believe that the cavalry mission must
be accompl ished by men on horseback, and he moved
to incorporate tanks into the cava lry by reorganizing
the existing Mechanized Force as a reinforced cavalry
regiment. MacArthur presented his reasoning as the
fo ll ows: "Modem firearms have eliminated the horse
as a weapon, and as a means of transportation he has
generally become, next to the dismounted man, the
slowest means of transportation. In some special cases
of d ifficult terrain, the horse, properly supplemented
by motor transportation, may still furnish the best
mobility, and this situation is properly borne in mind in
all our plans ."'~
MacArthur foresaw a general reorganization and
reequ ipment of the cava lry in which at least two types
of cava lry regimen ts would exist side by si de .
Traditional cavalry regiments would rely on horses and
mul es and would be used only where motor vehicles
could not be employed due to difficult terrain or unique
tactical missions. A second, mechani zed type of cavalry
regiment would be formed with tanks, annored cars,
and trucks, but without any horses at aiL "
Later that year ret ired Brig. Gen. Hamilton S.
Hawkins. who became a great defender of the horse
cavalry, tried to dispel what he. saw as a myth then
grasping the public's imagination. This was the view,
popularized by the American media, that the horse was
doomed in the mi litary and that the War Department
wished to mechanize the entire cavalry as soon as the
necessary funds could be provided. Hawkins was
correct that the War Department had not announced
such a goal. Hawkins, however, went a step further

by saying, "There is an idea prevailing among some
officers that the Mechanized Force is to be assigned
Cavalry mi ssions in what is termed ordinary country,
and Cava lry kept for work in difficult country. This
idea is very fa lse and dangerous . . . . Mechanized
Force will be able in suitable terrain to take over a few
of the smaller or less important missions; but in any
country whatever, whether suitable for Mechanized
Force or not, the more important Cavalry roles must
be unde rtak en by Cava lry."'6 In makin g these
assertions, Hawkin s was directly contradicting the
statements made by General MacArthur which had
appeared in the Cavalry Journal just four months
earlier.
Maj . Gen. Guy V. Henry, the chief of cava lry,
reported in the Cavalry Journal in 1932 on the
organization and state of mechanization in the cavalry
of various nations, including the United States. He
stated that o nly two of the twenty-two cava lry
regiments in the British Army at that time had been
mechanized, but ill ustrate d that the level of
mechanization and motorization in the British Army
was greater than those figures would indicate. The
British divided their fo rces into mobile troops, which
consisted of horse cavalry and annored car brigades,
and combat troops, which consisted of infantry and
tank brigades. Unlike the Americans, the British
bel ieved that cavalry and annored cars could best be
used together in a reconnaissance role, where the
superior mobility of the horses and the offensive power
of the annored cars would complement each other
nicely. 17
Henry reported that the French Army was also
moving toward mechanization and motorization, and
he predicted that France wou ld eventually make some
of its cavalry divisions comp letely horseless. At the
time Henry wrote the article, however, only two of the
six regiments in each French cavalry division were
mechanized or motorized. These were a portee dragoon
regiment composed of rifl emen transported in Citroen
half-tracks and a regiment of armored cars. The
German Army. while restricted by the Versailles Treaty,
maintained a cavalry that was approx imately 16 percent
of its total size, a significantly higher proportion than
that of either the United Kingdom or France, each of
whose cavalries made up about 7 percent of their
annies. The Gennans were still unable to possess
armored cars or tanks at this stage, but Henry believed
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and mechanized cavalry were best suited. He judged
horse cavalry particularly well adapted for the defense
of the Western Hemi sphere. Eliot called for the
formation of a cavalry corps, along with three infantry
corps, in the U.S. Army. The cavalry corps would be
made up of two mechanized cavalry divisions and two
horse cavalry divisions. This arrangement would have
left five unassigned horse cavalry regiments for use
as corps cavalry, with one or more cavalry regiment
for each infantry corps.u
In 1940 reserve Brig. Gen. Henry J. Reilly argued
that the Spanish Civil War proved the continued viability
of horse cavalry. Reilly, who had spent much of 1938
as an observe r with General Francisco Franco's
Nationalist forces, likened the situation in Spain to that
of the American Civil War, rather than the First World
War. "There were places in which each side was
entrenched and large forces faced each other. There
were others where there were lighter entrenchments
lightly held. Everywhere there were long gaps in which
no trenches ofany kind existed. " In this situation, the
Nationalist cavalry proved well situated to anack the
weak flanks and rear of Republican positions, drawing
support when needed from aviat ion assets.21
Even the opening banles of the Second World War
did not dissuade the supporters of horse cavalry. The
Polish campaign, according to Reilly, far from being
proof that the days of horse cavalry were over,
supported the lessons of Spain. The Polish cavalryman
was poorly armed and his units lacked supporting
antiaircraft and antitank guns, were supported by few
tanks or other mechanized vehicl es, and had no ai r
support after the Polish air force was defeated in the
first two days of the war. Reilly concluded, "Judging
from Spain, had Poland 's cavalry possessed modem
annament in every respect and been united in one big
cavalry command with adequate mechanized forces
included, and supported by adequate aviation, th e
German light and mechanized forces might have been

that Gellllany would add them to its cavalry units were
it not for the Versai lles Treaty.11
Discussing the U.S. cavalry, Henry observed that
although an American horse cavalry division could
muster a greater rate of small anns firepower per man
than its European counterparts, an American cavalry
division possessed only one annored car squadron and
one lank company. Likewise, the divi sion lacked
sufficiently mobile trucks to move its supplies and had
too few antitank or antiaircraft weapons. In Henry's
opinion an American cavalry division was undermotorized, under-mechanized. and under-armored.
Henry also discussed the mechanized cavalry regiment
that the U.S. Anny was developing and commented
favorab ly on mechanized cavalry's potential "shock
powe r" and its ability to engage in distant
reconnaissance. He expressed the view that horse and
mechanized "cavalry both fulfill the missions of cavalry
within their respective powers and limitations" and
"that the War Department is right in incorporat ing
completely mechanized units within our cavalry."19
In 1937 Hawkins, who was not about to be
dissuaded by the assertions of either the chi ef of staff
or the chief of cavalry, again contributed to the pages
of the Cavalry Journal with an article entitled "We
Must Have Cavalry." Hawkins c ited the current or
recent conflicts in Spain, China, and North Africa as
examples showing how the traditional arms had
remained effective in modem warfare. In open warfare,
where there were no tren c hes or barbed-wire
entanglements, horse cavalry wou ld continue to prove
useful, Hawkins believed. Hawkins had by that point
begun to recognize that technological development had
markedly enhanced the effecti veness of tanks. His
solution was to advocate the use of cavalry in support
of tanks, in much the same way as infantry had been
used to support tanks in the First World War. The
cavalry, Hawkins argued, could keep up with the tanks
more easily and cheaply than could infantry, as the
infantry would have to become mechanized, or at the
least motorized, to fulfill that mission.20
At the end of the 1930s, most America n
cavalrymen, including Maj . Gen. John K. Herr, the
Army's last chief of cavalry, conti nued to support a
mixed force of horse and mechanized cavalry.21 In the
spring of 1939, defense analyst George F. Eliot
discussed, in an article entitled "The Future ofAmerican
Cavalry," the mi ss ions for wh ich he belie ....ed horse

defeated . "2~

The U.S. cavalry's solution of the ongoing problem
of how to coordinate horse and mechanized cavalry
was the formation oflhe horse-mechanized regiment.
The horse -m ec hani zed regi ment consisted of a
headquarters troop, a serv ice troop. a squadron of
truck-borne horse cavalry, and a mechanized squadron
equipped with 88 scout cars and 171 motorcycles.
Describing his own 6th Cavalry Regiment, which was
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the U.S. Army's first horse-mechanized regiment, Maj.
Thomas 1. Heavey made it clear that this type of
regiment was intended to be used as corps level
reconnaissance, rather than in a front-line combat role,
but he observed that its heavy firepower would enable
commanders to employ it as "an ideal highly mobile,
hard-hitting reserve." 25 In 1940 two Regular Army and
seven Nationa l Gua rd cava lry regiments were
reorganized as horse-mechani zed.
Four days before the Japanese attack on Pearl
Harbor, General Herr, the chief of cava lry, addressed
an annual meeting of the Horse and Mule Association
of America. In his speech, reprinted in the Cavalry
Journal under the ti tle "Why Should the United States
Lag behind Other Great Powers in the Military Use of
Animals?" Herr compared the use of the horse and
mule in the German and American armies. The Gennan
Army, he observed, was using almost one million horses
and mules, some 50,000 for cavalry and over 900,000
for draft and pack purposes. The United States, by
comparison, used 25,000 animals for cavalry and only
12,000 horses and mules for dra ft and pack purposes. 26
In hi s address, Herr argued that the United States
was overextending its industrial base by refus ing to
use horses and mul es for transportation in infantry
divisions, which, he observed, could move no faster
than draft anima ls in any event. He supported his
argument with statements favorable to horse-drawn
artillery that had been made by thechief of fi eld artillery,
Maj. Gen. Robert M. Danford. Herr believed th at
American industry could not sustain production level s
suffici ent both to equip American forces and to provide
needed military support to its allies. He argued that
the United States should adopt a pol icy for the use of
ani mals simil ar to that ofthe German Army, "thereby
releasing the products of industry for other vital needs."
The Germans used fleets of trucks only for the long
haul of suppl ies from staging areas to infantry division
headquarters. They used animal transport to move the
supplies within the division itself, as the infantry could
not march faster than horse-drawn vehicles. In the
Un ited States, Herr commented, "the motor-mad
advocates are obsessed with a mania for exc luding
the horse from war. This idea always gets a favorable
press."n
Herr also argued that the German Anny, which
used its horse ca va lry re g ime nt s as corps
reconnaissance, it s cava lry troops as division
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reconnai ssance, and its cavalry platoons as regimental
reconnaissance, spread its cavalry formations too thin.
Larger cavalry fonnations could, according to Herr,
have acted as the perfect fl ank support to the armored
and mechanized divisions of the Gennan Anny. Cavalry
could have prevented Russian forces from so frequently
interposing between German motorized infa ntry and
foot divisions, have protected isolated Gennan armored
units from being surrounded and destroyed, and have
coped better with Soviet guerrill a tactics.21
During the interwar period, a struggle raged within
the U.S . cavalry. Many cavalrymen clung desperately
to the horse despite the advent of the tank, while others
imm ediately gras pe d at any new mechanized
technology before its battlefield effectiveness could
truly be determined. In 1935 Lt . Col. Jonathan M.
Wainwright, ass istant commandant of the Cavalry
School, observed: "The Cava lry School is accused by
the strong proponents of the horse of being too
mechanical minded, and, by the stout supporters of
mec ha ni za ti on , of be in g over ' ho rsey.' Both
arraignments are absurd. The Cavalry School and the
Cavalry Service use the horse and the machine each
in its proper sphere of action, and each in cooperation
with th e other."19
Wainwright's assert ion regarding the Cavalry
School is a fitting description of the attitude ofthe U.S.
cavalry as a whole . During the interwar period,
American cavalrymen held offreaching a final decision
between the military value of the horse and the motor
vehicle, believing that each wou ld strengthen their
Army's forces. With hindsight, the judgment of history
has clearly been on the side of mechanizati on, but as
the United States entered World War II , the verdict
was not yet clear.

Alexander M Bielak.owsk.i is a Ph.D. candidate in
history at Kansas State University. He is preparing
a dissertation entitled '" Defenders of the Faith?
Mechanization and the U.s. Army Horse Cavalry,
1916- 1943. "
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Book Review
by John M . Carland

islands off the northwest coast of Europe became
a great military power in the eighteenth century
and the strongest nation in the world by 1815.
Black writes in plain English, free of jargon, and
the book is a pleasure to read. If a paragraph oc·
casionally degenerates into a list of engagements
or events and the reader's attention wanders,
Black recaptures it quickly with a smartly turned
phrase, an appropriate quotation, or a sharp piece
of analysis.
The heart of the book's argument is that sue·
cess in war results from military effectiveness, not
from a certain kind of government or from economic resources. To be sure, Black knows that a
stable, effective, and responsive government and
a strong economy favor success in war. But these
factors constitute the preconditions, not the cond i·
tions, of victory. The latter, Black contends, must
be found in the old standbys that immediately in·
fonn fighting ability, "tactics, strategy, morale and

Britain as a Military Power, /688- /815
by Jeremy Black
VeL Press, 332 pp., $40
The historical forces that had united disparate na·
tional groups in the British Isles-the English, Scots,
Welsh, and Irish-under a single government by the
eighteenth century are now dissipating and may quite
possibly disappear. When that happens, Great Britain,
the political construct that these forces allowed to
emerge, will probably disappear 100, its constituent
pieces absorbed into a greater Europe. The British
crown wi ll then revert to an English one. If this does
come to pass, it wi ll be all the more important that we
have Jeremy Black's study to explain what might in·
creasingly appear to be inexplicable, almost fantastic:
how and why a small state composed of a group of
25

social-military characteristics such as discipline and
leadership." Even then, as the Duke of Cumberland
observed in 1757, "no mortal can answer for success
in military affairs." (p. 5) Black knows this and makes
uncertainty a part of his intellectual apparatus, noting
that "it is a central thesis of this book that Britain's rise
in and to power was not inevitable, and that it had to
be fought for." (p. 10)
If this is so, why did Britain fight? It fought not for
world conquest and not because of any plan. " Instead,
British military activity arose in response to particular
circumstances, most of whi ch were unpredictable and
to which the necessary response was both unclear and
controversial." (p. 9) The "particular circumstances"
oscillated from perceptions of threats to Britain's national survival to challenges to the nation 'S interests
abroad.
Black's organization of Britain as a Military
Power derives from his observation that Britain operated militarily in four spheres, while his argument originates in the notion that by conducting operations in
each sphere Britain developed multiple military capabilities and practiced them better than anyone else.
The British response to public disorder and rebellion is
the first of the four spheres. Lacking national police or
effective local police forces, the British made the military responsible for the maintenance of law and order.
More significant than its routine police duties was the
British military's response to rebellions such as that of
the deposed King James II in Ireland in 1689- 91; the
attempts by the lacobites in 1708, 1715, and 1745 to
regain the throne for the Stuarts; the revolt in the American colonies in 1775-83; and the 1798 bid by Wolfe
Tone to free Ireland from the British crown.
A common fa ctor connectin g these rebe llion s,
which were either attempts to topple the reigning monarch or to attain national independence, was that the
insurgents assumed that success required outside help,
usually from France or Spain. In the American uprising, .French military assistance proved critical to the
rebels. However, in the other instances military support proved insufficient or untimely. In each case a
single variable explained the level of intensity of the
regime's response to a rebellion: its geograph ical proximity to England, the heart of Great Britain. The
Jacobite revolts, though much sma ller in scale than the
American Revolution, represented a greater hazard to
the British government than the crisis in the American

colonies. Why? Because Jacobite rebell ions in Scotland and northern England "could readily threaten the
centres of British power," (p. 34) wh ile the American
dilemma, though it might result in independent ex·colonies, posed no fatal danger to the monarch or the state.
Therefore, not surprisingly, the British vigorously and
ruthlessly quelled the rebellions in the British Isles while
failing to bring the Americans to heel.
The second sphere focuses on Britain as a European land power. Black examines British participation
in the plentiful continental campaigning of the eighteenth century-in the Nine Years' War (called the
War of the League of Augsburg in my school days),
the War of the Spanish Succession, the War of the
Austrian Succession, the Seven Years' War; and the
French Revo lutionary and Napoleonic Wars. Britain
and France always opposed one another in these conflicts, and British governments always refused to act
alone on the Continent, thus assuring that coalition
warfare would become and remain the behavioral
norm. Despite finding the " transi tion to coping with
the demands of continental warfare particularly diffi·
cult" (p. 6) and despite performing badly at the beginning of almost every war, British leaders and anuies
eventually emerged victorious.
Put simply, Britain's great captains " understood
that generalship entailed the application of resources
[to fighting] ." (p. 58) John Churchill , Duk e of
Marlborough, arguably the most brilliant British commander on the Continent in the eighteenth century,
demonstrated his operationa l and tactical talents during the War of the Spanish Success ion. At Blenheim,
his most famous battle, he revealed an extraordinary
capacity to integrate cavalry and infantry, develop an
aggressive cavalry, and move artillery rapidly across
the battlefield to support breakthroughs into the enemy line. As captain-general of the coalition army arrayed against france, he engaged and defeated the
enemy in a series of battles between 1704 and 1711.
Other coalition forces- Austrian, Dutch, and German-no doubt helped, but the heart of the army was
British. As they were meant to, Marlborough 's battlefie ld victories translated into leverage and influence
for his nation at treaty negotiations, thus helping to
solidify Britain's growing power.
When Great Britain was dominant on the high
seas-the third sphere of activity-its commercial
goods, military supplies, and troops moved safely and
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rica, West Africa, Latin America, and, except during the contest for American independence, in the
West Indies and North America . Differences in
these areas' climate and terrain and in the mili tary
sophistication of those whom they fought gave the
British incomparable combat experience.
Throughout the century Britain 's Anny and
Navy perfonned admirably and successfully across
the globe. The consequences were immense for
Britain and the world. In the words of imperial
historian P. J. Marshall. Britain by 1815 had "swept
the board ."l It had decisively defeated the French
Anny; effectively destroyed the navies of France,
Spain. and Holland; and gained direct or indirect
control over large portions of the world, both from
European antagonists and local powers. Naval and
military victori es allowed Britain a near-global ascendancy over commerce and contributed to its
ability to influence politics, culture, and language
almost everywhere. Great Britain had reordered
the world, becoming in the process, the author concludes, "the strongest state in the world ." (p. 267)
Has Jeremy Bl ack made his case? He has,
although not precisely as intended. Indeed, few
would seriously challenge his key conclusionsthat Britain became a global military power in the
eighteenth century and the strongest anywhere
after 181 5. Neither his story nor hi s findings are
new. However, three things are, and they make
the book valuable. First. by organizing his material
into the four spheres, he has found a new and intriguing way to give narrative and analytical clarity to 127 years of complex history. Second, by
explaining the British ach ievement as a function
of the development and application ofmultipJe military capabiliti es he has staked out nove l theoretical ground. In pass ing, one might add that although
he has related his theory to historical data, he should
fl esh it out and demonstrate causal connections
with more explicit logic and speci fi c evidence. And
third, the notion that victory in battles, campaigns,
and wars transformed Britain into a great power
provides a needed, a lbeit retrospectively obvious,
corrective to more broadly based political and economic interpretations.
All who are interested in eighteenth century
military history and in the rise of Great Britain as a
military power should read this book. Jeremy Black

expeditiously to wherever they were needed; equally
important, the enemy's did not. The operational difficulties faced by warships powered by wind, however,
remained substantial throughout the period:
The optimal condition s fo r combat were to come
from windward in a force 4-6 wind across a sea that
was relatively fl at; it was more difficult to range guns
in a swell. Limitations on manoeuvrability ensured that
ships were deployed in line in order to maxi mize their
firepower. The skill in handling ships entailed getti ng
wind behind the topsails. As battles arose from chance
encounters, much had to be left to the discretion of
commanders.
. . It was difficult both to achieve
battle and to obtain victory. (p. 6)
Still, it did happen , and on most occasions, as at
Barfleur (1692) and Trafalgar ( 1805 ), British warsh ips
prevailed. Over time, superiority at sea came to be a
bedrock reality for the nation's leaders and played a
crucial role in the defense of Britain and the defeat of
France. "Thanks to her naval strength," Black concludes, "Britain could be a world power, France only a
European one." (p. 221 )
On the rare occasion that Great Britain lost its
mastery of the seas, its abi lity to transport forces across
oceans or within theater, and to supply and protect
them, became difficult ifnot impossible. For example,
a fter France and Spain entered the American War of
Independence on the side of the rebel s, the combined
tonnage of their warsh ips, mostly French, surpassed
that of the British by 25 percent. In American coastal
waters this could translate into the French naval superiority which, at a critical moment, prevented the relief
of the Briti sh army at Yorktown. When that anny surrendered to a Franco-American force commanded by
George Washington, it effectively ended the war, with
the colonies victorious.
British naval superiority also made possible the conduct and predominant success of Britain 's transoceanic land confli ct, the fourth sphere. British forces, or
colonial forces fighting on Britain 's behalf, campaigned
in practically every comer of the world between 1688
and 1815. Such campaign ing occurred primarily within
the framewo rk of war between or among European
pri ncipals. British forces engaged and defeated European armies--French, Spanish, and Dutch- and their
non-European allies in India, the Philippines, SouthAf-
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has compressed a complicated military history into
about 300 pages of exciting, inte-resting, and provocative prose.

only head of the Freedmen's Bureau (1865-74). He
negotiated a peace agreement w ith the Apaches in the
Southwestern territories in 1872 and six years later
compelled Chief Joseph of the Nez Perce Indians to
end hi s resistance to American authorities. Howard,
who had become an evangelical Christian during his
service in Florida in the I 850s, founded Howard University in 1869 and served as superintendent of the
Military Academy in 1881-82. During his twenty-month
tenure at West Point, he did much to improve the food
served to the cadets in the academy's mess hall. He
subsequent ly commanded Anny departments and divisions on the Great Plains and along the Pacific and
Atlantic coasts, before retiring in 1894.
Howard's skills as a combat leader during the Civil
War have been the subject of much controversy. After Fair Oaks, three dozen officers ranking from lieutenant through colonel petitioned Maj . Gen. George B.
McC lellan, then commander of the Army of the
Potomac, recommending Howard for divisional command. On the other hand, several Union generals were
harshly critical of hi s perfonnance during the war.
Some modern authors have criticized Howard for allowing Stonewall Jac kso n to surprise him at
Chancellorsville in 1863. But Howard was capable of
learning from his mistakes. While several contemporaries and some modern scholars have fau lted Howard
for having been forced back to Cemetery Ridge on
the first day of fighting at Gettysburg, calling his actions on I July totally inadequate, he clearly understood the tactical Significance of the positions he held
on the subsequent days of that battle. On 2 and 3 July,
Howard and his men generally gave a good account
of themselves on the battlefield. Carpenter also notes
that Howard, more so than Sherman, was well prepared for a series of Confederate attacks which ultimately failed at Ezra Church, Georgia, in July 1864,
during a critical phase of the battle of Atlanta. Confederate losses there were estimated to have exceeded
5,000 men, while Howard 's casual ties numbered about
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Sword and Olive Branch: Oliver Olis Howard
by John A. Carpenter
Second Edition , Fordham University Press, 1999
379 pp., cloth 535, paper $19.95

Maj. Gen. O liver Otis Howard (1830-1909). who
graduated fourth in the West Point class of 1854, has
suffered from much bad press during the past 137 years.
Originally an ordnance officer, he became a colonel of
Maine volunteers at the onset of the Civil War and
subsequently commanded at the bri gade, division, and
corps levels. Awarded the Medal of Honor for leadi ng
a charge of the 6pt New York Volunteer Infantry at
the Battle of Fair Oaks, Virginia, in June 1862, Howard
was twice wounded in his right ann, necessitating its
amputation. No less an authority than Maj. Gen . William Tecumseh Shennan opined that Howard was a
brave and conscientious officer whose Civil War career was "entirely satisfactory," though he added that
Howard was also credulous. making him "easily used
and influenced."
Following the Civil War, Howard was the first and

600.
General Howard had a thankless task between
1865 and 1874 as the commissioner of the War
Department's Bureau of Refugees, Freedmen. and
Abandoned Lands. commonly called the Freedmen's
Bureau. Some modern authorities. notably William S.
McFeely, have maintained that Howard's tenure in that
post was not a success. McFeely argues in Yankee
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duction, Carpenter 's book remains the most balanced
and thoughtful account of Howard's career and the
only complete modem biography of this complex personality.

Step/ather: General O. 0. Howard and the Freedman (New Haven, 1968) that Howard should have
vigorously opposed President Andrew Johnson's veto
ofthe first Freedman's Bureau Bill in February 1866.
even to the point of resigning in protest, if necessary.
Many politicians would have backed him. says
McFeely. as would Grant and Shennan, who, "despite
irritation with his moralistic ways [never] wavered in
their respect for their wartime lieutenant." In addition,
McFeely suggests that Howard often placed the
bureau's continued existence, and his own career as
"Yankee stepfather," before the interests of the freedmen, because he considered the work of the bureau to
be a "moral crusade."
While it is true that Howard thought the bureau
could serve as a durable government advocate for black
interests, these criticisms do not give adequate weight
to the social, political, and fiscal realities with which
Howard had to contend during the Reconstruction period. Northern radicals demanded more of the bureau
than could have probably been achieved at the time.
In addition, considerable emphasis must be given to
the roles played by an unsympathetic President Andrew Johnson and the many :nltagonistic white Southern leaders. who did their best to subvert the reconstruction process in general and the bureau in particular. In this unpromising situation, Carpenter contends,
Howard should be commended for striving hard to do
what he thought best for the former slaves in his
charge.
Some of Howard's contemporaries found his reputation for piety hard to stomach, but Carpenter poinls
out that Howard himself " never believed that he deserved it." (p. 284) Carpenter observes that Howard
"does not belong in that numerous body of nineteenth
century American busybodies who bel ieved it their special duty to look after the morals of the nation." (p.
285) Most ofthe bureau's responsibilities ended with
the restoration of civil government across the South in
1868, but Carpenter does nOI give this point sufficient
emphasis. He does, however. stress Howard's other
initiatives, including his efforts to improve educational
opportunities for blacks, notably by the establishment
of Howard University, and discusses Howard's support for an African American bank, which ultimately
failed during the Panic of 1873.
Originally published in 1964 by the University of
Pittsburgh Press and now reissued with a new intro-
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Buffalo Soldiers alld Officers of Ihe Ninth
Cavalry, /867-1898: Black a"d Wllite Together
by Charles L. Kenner
University of Oklahoma Press, 1999, $26.95
This book concerns the history of the Ninth Cavalry, one of the two black regular cavalry regiments in
the Army. in the period between the Civil War and the
War with Spain. These soldiers, now popularly known
as "buffa lo soldiers," served in the wars that resulted
in the dispossession, pauperization, and confinement
on reservations of the native tribes of the trans·Mississippi West. Over the past thirty years or so, the black
regulars have evolved into larger-than-life Western
heroes. Celebrations of their exploits frequently, and
contradictori ly, claim that they played a disproportionate role in the taming of the West and that they were
uniquely sympathetic to the plight of their Indian en·
emies. Buffalo soldiers have become the subjects of
songs, plays, movies, and novels. and their images adorn
tee shirts, refrigerator magnets, historical art prints,
and even a United States postage stamp.
Despite these many indications that buffalo soldiers have become widely familiar in the popular culture, Charles Kenner's book starts with the premise
that "the lives and deeds" of buffalo soldiers and their
officers "have largely been overlooked." (p. 3) Then
in twenty-one chapters, his volume ranges over the
careers of some of the white officers, all three black
officers, and some of the black enlisted men of the
regiment. Because so much of his documentation
comes from court-martial records, he cautions that life
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in the Ninth Cavalry may not have been as turbulent
as his narrative indicates, and he considers the Ninth
to have been "an elite regiment." (p. 6)
For a number of reasons, I wanted to like this book.
In the first place, the subject is of great interest to me.
I have written a number of articles and three books
about the black regulars in the period of the Indian
wars. In addition, I value a biographical approach. My
book Block Valor: Buffalo Soldiers and Ihe Medal
of Honor, 1870-1898, looked at the lives of those
black soldiers who received recognition for their valor,
although in a much more chronological framework than
Kenner employed.
Kenner's kind of biographical approach, multiple
parallel narratives that separately follow a number of
lives through the same period, may have caused him
to miss some significant connections. His chapter 2
"The Colonel of the Buffaloes," traces the career of
Col. Edward Hatch from the Civil War to Hatch's
death in a carriage accident in 1889 at Fort Robinson.
Nebraska. Kenner considers Hatch to have been a
good officer and commander, who has not received
due recognition from historians.
Several other chapters in the book suggest that
Hatch's command of the regiment, which lasted from
the establishment of the Ninth until hi s death, was
marred by gross lapses of discipline. Chapter 10 describes the violent conditions in F Troop at Fort
Robinson during 1887 that led to the murder of I" Sgt.
Emanuel Stance, one of three homicides in the regiment in a year; chapter 14 discusses similar problems
during the same year at Fort Duchesne, Utah; chapter
16 shows the poor state of discipline at Fort Sill, Indian
Territory, in 1884; and chapter 18 illuminates the lack
of di scipl ine in the regiment at Fort Stanton, New

Mexico, in 188 1. The author may be right that Hatch
in hi s later years had evolved into a "relaxed, at-easewith-the-world soul," (p. 42) but he was the commander
of a cavalry regiment and responsible for its good order and discipline. In my view, historians have been
generous to Hatch by turning their attention to other
colonels, such as Ranald Mackenzie, Benjamin
Grierson, Wesley Merritt, and Eugene Carr. Certainly,
the multiple instances of indiscipline, violence, and insubordination do not support Kenner 's view that the
Ninth was an elite regiment.
In fact, nothing in the book supports either that
assertion or the claim that the story of these soldiers
has been overlooked. As I have noted elsewhere. based
on the research of Thomas D. Phillips and Thomas E.
Dowling, black soldiers on the frontier received a reasonable amount of recognition in comparison to the
number oflndian campaigns and engagements in which
they participated. I Historians have certainly not ignored their story. Bruce Glasrud and William Leckie
have collected 334 citations to books, articles, and gradu·
ate theses related to buffalo soldiers through 1997.2 1f
anything, the black regulars now get more attention
than the rest of the frontier army.
Buffalo Soldiers and Officers 0/ the Ninth Cavalry is a useful and interesting book. Some of the chapters are engrossing, and all of them are rich in detail
about the lives of many ,m embers of the regiment. Nevertheless, readers will have to be wary ofthe mistakes
that the editors allowed to remain in the volume. These
start on the first page of chapter one, where the postCivil War Army is described as consisting of45 infantry and 10 cavalry companies, rather than regiments,
understating the size of the army by a factor of ten.
The Christian Fleetwood collection at the Library of
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history, although specific details of each class's experience have changed. Hazing seems to have always
been a part of a cadet's experience, even though the
manner and methodology of such activities has evolved.
Philip Leon, a professor of American literature at The
Citadel, addresses a very intriguing period in the development and moderation of cadet hazing at the U.S.
Military Academy. Events surrounding the experience
of one Fourth Class cadet at the tum of the twentieth
century would have far-reaching implications and repercussions for cadet discipline and training at West
Point.
The story seems rather mundane at first glance.
In June of 1898, Oscar Booz, an intelligent and highly
respected young man from Bristol Township, Pennsylvania, arrived at West Point to begin his career as a
cadet. Unfortunately, Oscar would not be a particularly successful cadet, and he experienced problems
with discipline during Beast Barracks. These problems
continued into the academic year, and Oscar resigned
from the academy in October. To this point, there was
nothing truly remarkable about Oscar Booz's story. That
would change in December 1900, however, when Booz
died of tuberculosis, all egedly brought on by extreme
hazing at West Point. Of particular note were two incidents: an arranged fi st fight against an upperclassman
and the forced consumption of hot sauce, which, critics alleged, left hi s oral cavity susceptible to microbial
invasion . Sinister images of the Boozaffair, played out
in the national media and in congressional committee
meetings, focused national attention on the practices
of hazing and cadet development at West Point. The
allegations concerni ng this hazing would haunt West
Point through the first decades of the twentieth century.
Leon directs his analysis at the runnoil caused by
the Booz scandal and its implications for the Military
Academy. He evaluates these events on two levels,
while providin g a thought-provoking narrative to the
reader. On one level, Leon examin es the prob lem
caused by contrasting, in a very public manner, the
academy's lofty standards, best exemplified by the
Cadet Honor Code, with the reprehensible fonns of
hazing evident in the cruel treatment of Booz. Leon
emphasizes the fine line between the need for strong
military discipline and the possible debasement of the
high ideals of West Point, and he examines how the
cases of hazing brought to light by the congressional

Congress has become the "Fletcher Christian" collection; Simpson Mann has become "Shelburne Mann";
and the picrure on pages 48-49 has been reversed. In
an endnote, Philip Bettens's name is spelled "Batteus."
Because of such errors and Kenner's rhetorical excesses-"incredible solidarity" (p. 91); "incredibly exaggerated recollections" (p. 94); "incredibly, he refused"
(p. 108); " incredible ineptness" (p. 127); " incredibly,
Day refused" (p. 206); and "incredible leadership" (p.
22S}-readers should use this book with care.
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among other titles. o/Vanguard of Expansion: Anny
Engineers in the Trans-Mississippi West, 1819- 1879
(Washington, D. C.. 1980). and On the Trail of the
Buffalo Soldier; Biographies of African Americans in
the U.S . Army, 1866-191 7 (Wilmington, Del., /995).

Book Review
by Michael A. Boden

Bullies and Cowards
The West Point Hazing Scandal, 1898-190 1
by Philip W. Leon
Greenwood Press, 2000, 193 pp., SS5
Tradition at the United States Military Academy
has deep roots that extend back to the instirution 's founding in 1802. While some traditions, such as the use of
demerits and the Thayer system of disciplined academics, have endured through the years, others are
more recent creations. The rites of passage that all
cadets go through during their firSI (plebe) year, particularly their first summer of fam iliarization and training commonly known as " Beast Barracks," have a long
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investigation of the Booz affair crossed this line. At
stake were not only the public ramifications of this dichotomy, but also the private implications within academy life of what true "manliness" really meant. Leon
effectively uses the example of the severe hazing that
Cadet Douglas MacArthur, a member of the class of
1903, one behind Booz, underwent during Beast Barracks in the summer of 1899 to elucidate these issues.
These dilemmas are sti ll relevant in the year 2000, as
similar situations appear frequently in the news involving rites of passage and initiations not only in the military, but also in high school and college sporting teams,
fraternities, and cl ubs.
A second level at which Leon effectively conveys
the impact of the hazing debate involves the analysis
of the subsequent problems within the Corps of Cadets that stemmed from the academy's response to
the public controversy. Many of these matters involved
specific act ions taken by the academy's superintendent, Col. Albert L. Mills, and concerned questions regarding his authority. In April 1901 this disputation culminated in a miniature "mutiny" among the Cow Gunior class) leaders of the Corps foll owing a perceived
injustice to a classmate, and this led to the dismissal or
suspension of eleven cadets--over 10 percent of the
class of 1902. Through this example, Leon illuminates
a different e lement of the hazing specter, the manner
in which the academy reacted to the problem and the
effects this reaction had on the cadets.
Perhaps the only area in which Leon's account
appears Jacking is his attempt to evaluate the effects
of yellow journalism and sensationalism. Thi s discussion occurs in the middle third of the book, which consists primarily ofa narration of congress ional hearings
and testimony. While this certai nly is relevant and indeed necessary to the development oflhe book, Leon's
presentation of this material is relatively dry and unexciling. Leon is much more effective in the early section of this book, where he provides a framework for
the problems he will address, and in the last third, where
he collects his findings and discusses the repercussions
and effects of the hazing scandals on the Military Academy.
Leon's conclusion does not offer concrete solutions to hazing problems. His work is very valuable,
however, because it presents a difficult historical situation that has great relevance to today's world, both
civil ian and military. The reader gains real insight into
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the problems and divisions that arise in a situation of
intense menial pressure and demanding physical stress.
There is no easy solution to any of the problems Leon
demonstrates, and he should be commended for not
trying to force any. These are difficult questions thai
merit serious dialogue, due to their significance in
loday's world. The story of Oscar Booz, and its presentation by Leon, provides an excellent historica l wi ndow through which these issues may be examined in a
thoughtful light.

Maj. Michael A. Boden is an assistant professor of
history at the United Siales Military Academy. A
Ph.D. candidate af Vanderbilt University, he is preparing a dissertation on '·Friedrich Engels and (he
Art of War. ,. He served during the Gulf War in Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait with the I" (Tiger) Brigade, 2d
Armored Division.

Book Review
by Wilbur R. Miller

The Role of Federal Military Forces
in Domestic Disorders, /8 77-1945
by Clayton D. Laurie and Ronald H. Cole
U.S. Army Center of Military History
1997, 475 pp., $38
One of three volumes on the domestic police role
of the United Sta.tes Army, this official history is
thoughtful and thoroughly researched. Clayton D.
Laurie and Ronald H. Cole argue that until the \ 870s
the military dealt with domestic violence only when
federal authority was directly challenged, as in the
Whiskey Rebellion or southern resistance to Reconstruction. Burgeoning industrialization and class connict after th e Civil War led to a new duty for the army
when local police and state militias could nOI contai n
labor connicts or race riots. The on ly precedent for
this role was the constitutional provision that the president could call in troops when stale officials were unable or unwilling to do so.
Use of the army was a lasl resort, and public response was divided. Americans traditionally feared a
large standi ng army that performed police functions.
Workers and their supporters criticized the army as a
tool of the industrial magnates, while the propertied

Progress ha lted during World War I when the
army joined government agencies at all levels and
private civilian groups to destroy all varieties ofradi calism and labo r mili tancy. The secretary of war
suspended the tradi tional proced ure fo r requesting
mil itary a id in domestic violence, allow ing state offic ia ls to ca ll d irectl y on local commanders for
troops . The fruit of the war experience was "war
plans white," contingency plans for military mobi lizati on and action in case of a revolut ion. Although
later versions were less shrill and more legalist ic,
various tactical manuals codified handling of demo
onstrators and strikers as combat. The last express io n of th ese atti tudes was Gen. Douglas
MacArthur 's harsh suppression of the Bonus March
in 1932. During the New Dea l the army did not in-

classes regarded federa l intervention as essential when
local fo rces were inefficient or unreli able. Am y offi c·
ers were supposed to remain neutral, but some were
obviously hostil e to workers. Enlisted men, though
mostly working class themselves, fo llowed orders as
i f they were in combat. Combat was the usual mi litary
strategy and tactics in coping with demonstrators, strikers, and rioters that officers considered "public enemies."
Detailed accounts of strikes, race riots, or fro ntier
conflicts among whiles reveallhat military conduct was
sometimes restrained and other times unrestrained.
Laurie and Cole argue that. during the Progressive Era,
under presidents Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow
Wilson, the army seemed to be moving toward a less
combative attitude to civi lians creating disorder.
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tervene in strikes, which were left to state and local
military and police forces. Plant seizures and the
handling of the Detroit race riots during World War
II revealed a cautious mil itary attitude.
Laurie and Cole emphasize progress toward neutrality and conformity to legal procedures in military
handling of domestic vio lence. The body of the book,
however, reveals a less whiggish conclusion : that the
army mirrored dominant political attitudes and changed
its perceptions and tactics as those attitudes changed.
This is a valuable study not only for military historians
but also for students of national state development and
labor historians.

Wilbur R. Miller is a professor of history at the
State University of New York at 510ny Brook. He is
the author of Revenuers & Moonsh iners: Enforcing

among the more influential Japanese, Sorge managed
to provide his masters in Moscow with critical informalion al decisive points in the war.
The author, a journalist by profession, spent two
decades tracking down people w ilh direct knowledge
of the Sorge ring and eventually managed to see transcripts of some of the messages sent by hi s radio operator, Max Clausen , that gave the Sov iets direct information on two critical issues. The first was a warning that Germany was preparing to attack the Soviet
Union. To this information Stalin paid no attention, and,
when the German attack began in June 1941, the unprepared Soviet troops were easily overrun. Russia
came close to losing the war. However, after his initial
failure to listen to his own intelligence sources, Stalin
began to pay a lot more attention to what they provided, including the information Sorge was sending from

Federal Liquor Law in the Mountain South, 1865-1900

Tokyo.

(Chapel Hill, 1991). This review appeared in the
March 1999 issue of 'he Journal of American History and is reprinted with permission.

The second piece of infonnation was even more
vital. Sorge learned, through his contact with the highly
placed Hotsumi Ozaki, that a power struggle was under way within the Japanese Army. There were two
groups, a strike-north faction and a stri ke-south faction. The former wanted to invade Siberia and support
the German assault against Russia. The latter wanted
to move south against the British in Malaya and the
Americans in the Philippines and to seize the wealth
of the Dutch East Indies. It was the victory of the
latter faction that led directly to Pearl Harbor. Sorge's
knowledge of the outcome of this struggle allowed him
to tell Moscow that the KwantungArmy in Manchuria
would not be attacking Siberia.
The Russians had kept a large army in the Far
East to counter the threat of attack by the Japanese.
With this threat effectively removed, Stalin was able
to move much of that army to the western front, employ it in the battle for Moscow, and decisively throw
back the German advance. By the time the reinforcements had arrived, German forward positions were at
the last tram stop on the Moscow trolley line, and
Wehrmacht leaders could see the spires of the Kremlin through their binoculars.
Throughout these critical months, Sorge kept up
the pace needed to supply Stalin with all the information he wanted, albeit at great personal cost. The pressure of spying on the man was enormous, for Sorge
had reason to believe that hi s days were numbered.
He began to act more irrationally, drink more heavily,

Book Review
by Burton Wright III

Stalin's Spy
Richard Sorge and the Tokyo Espionage Ring
by Robert Whymanl
Sf. Martin's Press, 1998,368 pp., $25.95
There are few indi viduals in history of whom it
can be said that they alone changed the course of a
war. Richard Sorge is one of those few, but not many
people have ever heard of him .
Robert Whymant has written a well-researched
and smooth-flowing work on this forgotten spy and his
impact on World War II. Sorge's work as a Soviet spy
in Tokyo provided Moscow with some of the most important strategic intelligence of the war. This description of Sorge's career underscores in dramatic fashion
the critical importance of safeguarding strategic intelligence.
The son of a German father and Russian mother,
Sorge comes alive in very human terms in the pages
of this book. The reader, however, should concentrate
on what he was doing as a spy. By ingratiating himself
with the German ambassador and making friends
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to the Adriatic coast and rescued on 9 January 1944 .
The first four days of the group's ordeal in Albania are
covered in the first quarter of the book. The second
half ofthe narrative is interspersed with official military reports.
One of the American nurses in this group was 2d
Lt. Agnes Jensen. During her nine weeks in Albania,
Jensen "carefully kept a diary on three tiny pieces of
paper, logging as best {she] could names of towns,
weather and walking conditions, and descriptions of
those who helped [them]." (p. ix) In subsequent years
Jensen, who took the name Mangerich upon her marriage, expanded her recollections in an effort to "con·
nect the snippets ofinfonnation" (p . ix) shc had told
her children and friends over the passing decades.
Jensen's draft was later given to Evelyn Monahan and
Rosemary Neidel, who reworked the text and crafted
it into the final manuscript.
This chronicle is based on Jensen's experiences,
and, as one would expect. she emerges as the protagonist. Although referred to in the third person, she
appears to be the most knowledgeable, competent, and
decisive member of the group. Almost every page contains verbatim and sometimes lengthy quoted conversations-qui te a feat of memory after the passage of
a half-century, based on notes written on "three tiny
pieces of paper." Even more remarkable is the author's
ability to quote verbatim, without references, a conversation between William J. Donovan, director of the
OSS, and an OSS operative, at which she had not bee.n
present. The book's final compilers attempt to explain
this phenomenon: '"Although the conversations quoted
here cannot be sa id to be verbatim, they are as close
as possible, given the documents available and Agnes
Jensen Mangerich's excellent recall ." (p. xi i)
A very interesting aspect of this book is the perspective it provides of the concerns, strengths, and
weaknesses of a group of American servicewomen
exposed to challenging military circumstances. While
it was not the fault of the Americans that they did not
have sufficient clothing and equipment for an extended
period, it does appear that their state of physical and
emotional readiness was less than adequate for duty
in a combat zone. In the book's concocted conversations, the female nurses express consternation al having only one change of clothes and no s hampoo or
sanitary napkins and their distress at not having finished addressing Christmas cards. After spending their

and engage in operations that any careful spy would
have avoided. The Japanese security services eventually caught one of the lower members of his ring, and
they worked their way to Sorge.
Hi s arrest hit the Gennan embassy in Tokyo like a
thunderclap. Sorge was questioned for nearly three
years, before being executed a long with Ozaki near
the end of 1944. His Soviet masters made no effort to
rescue him from the gall ows. G ratefu l or not, Stalin
had gained much from Sorge's efforts. As this book
clearly demonstrates, the bottom line is that strategic
intelligence can win or lose a war. Guarding it must be
a constant imperative for all. I f you want to clearly
understand that. read Stalin s Spy.

Dr. Burton Wright III is the historian at the U.S.
Army Chemical School at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.
A retired Army Reserve lieutenant colonel. Dr.
Wright served on active duty in Korea with the 2d
Ballalion, I 7t~ Infantry.

Book Review
by Harold E. Raugh, Jr.

Albanian Escape: The

Tru~

Story

of u.s. Army Nurses behind En~my Lines
by Agnes Jensen Mangerich, as told to Evelyn
M. Monahan and Rosemary L. Ncidel
Univers ity Press of Kentucky, 1999,220 pp., S25
On 8 November 1943, a group of thirteen female
U.S. Anny night nurses and twelve male medical noncommissioned officers boarded a C- 53 airplane at
Catania, Sicily, for a 260-mi le night to Bari, on Italy's
Adriatic coast, to pick up wounded soldiers. During
the night, which had already been postponed twice
due to severe winter weather, an unexpected stonn
blew the plane ofT course and it crash-landed in German-occupied Albania. During the following nine
weeks, the group of stranded Americans was assisted
and guided to safety by Albani an panisans, British
Special Operations Executive (SOE) officers, and U.S.
Office of Strategic Serv ices (OSS) personne\.
This book chronicles on an almost daily basis the
activities of the American nurses and medical sergeants
as they evaded the Gennans, trekked mountain paths,
and endured considerable hardships before being led
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first night in Albania in a stone house, the women were
shocked that the "one·hol er was without even the pre·
tense of a toilet seat." (p. 31) After the first fuJI day of
marching, although purportedly hungry, Jensen- a
nurse-was sickened at the sight of an ox being butchered for dinner. Jensen's thoughts, after slightly more
than a day of walking, focu sed on a "lounge chair,"
si nce she was "thoroughly tired out"; (p. 43) the following day she was "exhausted" (p. 44) and two days
later "bone-tired." (p. 49)
Amid repetitious accounts of eati ng rice and
cornbread for almost every meal and other minutiae,
one learns that the group on at least one occasion remained in the open shouting andjumpingat the sight of
U.S . planes fl ying overhead, although Gennans were
thought to be nearby. At another time, the group failed
to take simple measures of personnel accountability,
with a resultant break in contact. On many other oc·
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casions, Jensen's concerns with frivolou s items seemed
to mitigate th e severity of the hardsh ips endured.
Nonetheless, Albanian Escape is an interest ing
tale based upon the author'S experiences as a member of a mixed·gender medical group stranded in German·occupied Albania during World War II . The dis·
ceming reader wi ll find infonnation of interest and value
in the chronicle of these fema le and male soldiers enduring hardships, inclement weather, and enemy threats
as th ey escaped to friendly lines.

Dr, Harold £ . Raugh, Jr., has taught history al the
u.s. Militmy Academy. A career Army infantry officer. he served in Berlin, South Korea, the Middle
East, and Croatia, before retiring as a lieutenant
colonel. He is fhe author of Wavell in the Middle
East, 1939- 1941: A Study in Generalship (London,
/993).

